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I. .

INTRODUCTION

L- -A Seminar on the Role of Public Enterprises in Planning and Plan
Implementation,, organized "by the United Nations "Economic Commission 'for

Africa,' was -held in Mauritius from 16 to 26 September 1969-" I* was a
follow-up to the" Seminar on the Management of Public Enterprises held

in Bizerte (Tunisia) from 9 "bo 20 December 1968.
2.

■

-

.

Kinoteen participants from fifteen African countries took part in

the Seminar,/All were high-level officials or managers of public
enterprises with considerable experience and knowledge of the activities^
problems and difficulties of public enterprises in African countries.
Consultants made available by the Governments of France^

the Federal

i

Republic'of- Germany:and USA., as'well as by the University of Mauritius,
■■and staff members of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa?
took' par to"

3.

"

.....

The Seminar was organised in two language groups an&3

the opening and closing sessions.,

apart from

organized visits and social functions,

the two groups met and conducted their business separately.

This

"procedure was adopted because it was felt that the system of administration
and control of public enterprises in the two groups of countries

represented in the language groups differed to such a marked degree that
in a short -Seminar it would not be possible to give sufficient explana

tion of the different systems to enable one group to communicate meaning
fully with the otlrar.

It is hoped that

ths report cf

this

Seminar,,

as

well as that of the Bisrerte Seminars

and other documents in course of

preparation or contemplated?

some way towards bridging this gap

will go

of understanding and enable fruitful
place betwe.en

4.

the two

exchange of expsrienoe to take

groups in future*

The English-speaking group discussed in plenary session,

the 'first five days of the
in the African economy?

Seminars

during

the importance of public enterprises

the participation of public enterprises in the

formulation of national and regional plans^

their roles in the economy
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of a country including physical planning and regional planning? the
integration of public enterprises within the administrations financing;
.management .of projects!

programming,, co-ordination, supervision, manpower

development.and training; and the economic "orientation of enterprises.
The experiences of the United Arab Republic and of Mauritius were

outlined.and discussed (see annex I A).

Two syndicates w.ere then consti

tuted to discuss particular aspects in more detail.and to formulate

recommendations (see annex II a).

The reports of the syndicates were

considered in plenary session and a consolidated summary of discussions.
as well as recommendations were approved and constituted the text of'

this report ao..far as it relates to the English-speaking group,
5-

, The -French-speaking groiip discussed in plenary session, during the

first week of the. Seminar, the importance and role of public enterprises?
the participation of public enterprises in the preparation of development
plans, and programmes5 participation of public enterprises in'plan

implementations

project management regional development and physical

development^ financings economic and technical data needed by public
enterprises.

Each, participant made a statement on'the problems1 of

public enterprises in his country and these were discussed (see annex I B).

Two syndicates were then constituted to discuss particular aspects in
more detail and to formulate recommendations (see annex II B)l

The reports

of. the .syndicates were considered in plenary session- and a consolidated
summary of discussions.as well as recommendations were approved and
cons.titu.tedthe text of this report so far as it relates to the Frenchspeaking group-

6.

.

.

:

The Seminar was opened by the Honourable Prims Minister of Mauritiu^.

and the'Honourable-Minister of State for Development addressed the closing
session.

7.

•

■

'

.

Visits;were arranged to the Central Electricity Board, Tamarind Falls

Power Plants the Savannah Sugar Factory and the University of Mauritius
at EeduitO/ Outings were arranged to Chamarel,' the town of Curepipe

E/C11.14/463
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(including the Trou aux Cerfs), the northern part of the island and
Port Louis (including attending a race meeting at Champ de Mars).
tions and';.ho'spi-tality were offered by the Government

the Central Elec-

:

tricitv Boards

; 4

Council of the University,, the -Savannah Sugar Company Limiteds the

;

.

.the Mayor of Curepipe9 Eamphoul Ltd.?

Recep

the Provisional

District Council (South) at Blue Bay and the Minister of-Labour.

: «

offer to y.isit the DefDrevil

i

i

'

_

Tea Factory and accept their hospitality
/

.

■

■

■

had to. be declined because of pressure of business of the Seminar.

8.

•S^

An

•

The-participants in the Seminar expressed their thankss and the

ECA-wishes to add its profound appreciation and thanks9 to the Government
of Mauritius for agreeing to'act as host to the Seminar and for the
excellent facilities that it'made available?to.the Honourable Prime.
;

Minister, the Honourable Minister of Labour and.the Honourable Minister

; of State for Development

for showing such,keen personal interest in

the;Seminar and its proceedings|to Mr.' Burrenchobay9 Permanent Secretary
-.:in^the-Prime Minister *'s Office and Chairman of the Central Electricity.
Board for all

the arrangements made and the smooth administrative machinery

provided for the" "Seminars to the Governments of France,,

the Federal Republic

of Germany and'the USA and to the University of Mauritius, for providing
highly qualified consultants'at their expense for the

Seminary

to the

consultants, .for. giving so freely of their expertise^ to the hosts at the'

^'

. .

of.fi.c.ial. visits .and social occasions organized in connexion with the
Seminar., for their kind and generous hospitality|

.
t

.

to

the Mauritius Red

■ Cross for providing such an effective and friendly service of first aid
and medical

care during the Seminary

to Mr.

provided by the Government of Mauritius,

Parfait9 the Liaison Officer

for all

the detailed preparations

made before the Seminar as /well as his able and tireless' efforts to meet

#■■'■■

all_the administrative needs of the Seminar and for doing everything in
his power to make the stay.of all1 participants and consultants as pleasant

and fruitful as possible|to the administrative assistant! *° "the secretariat
■ staff put at the disposal of the Seminar by the Government of Mauritius^
to the drivers of the buses, police cars and taxis which transported the'
participants and consultants? and to all

the others who had in one way'

or another contributed to

the

the success of

Seminar.'

Without all

this

help and co-operation'it would not be possible to hdld such Seminars.

E/ CN-14/463
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II.

:■A;"

9.

SQMMARX OF Dl.SCUSSOT II THE ENGLISH-SPEATOTG GROUP ."

"

I^jn^ortanoe of public enterprises in the African economy-..''

,

:Hote was taken of the importance and n-eed of. public .enterprises, •

such as the. need to diversify the economy in order to improve the standard
of living of the-peoplex the need to preserve .foreign exchange earnings

by the production ,o£ import-substituting products,shaving regards Hhedeteriorating terms of trade against primary producersj the-need for ; :
technological training of local manpower and less dependence on imported
foreign manpower; the need for infrastructural services for .expansion ofadminis:trative, commercial and industrial activities the need for largescale industrial projects to provide employment for the growing number*

, of urban dwellers especially school leavers* the need for a large industrial
and- bommercial-wage-earning population to create effective'demand for- the

products of the-agricultural sector which would encourage rural- population
tc remain on the land insteadof drifting to the towns in search of better
wage employment.

-Public enterprises could offer a leadership role in the

establishment -of-industries which are not very attractive to private

investors at present, and they could participate in the vast fields of
industrial opportunities in developing countries.

'

10./it was agreed-that public utilities should be regarded- as a category

of public enterprises. .What is important_is not the extent of the participa
tion of the public sector'in these enterprises in the.past or^at. present,
but that their nature, especially with regard to the sale-of■; the units of'
the services provided, certainly makes such services as telephone, elec

;■»

tricity and" to" some extent watery fall under the category ■.of »enterprises^

It was appreciated that what are now regarded as public-utilities were n7t
always so in the past and might not be so in the.future. It was'also .noted
that while in many"African countries today electricity is provided by.

public corporations, nevertheless, in some. East African countries and; in Josf Nigeria, as well as in the United' States, electricity is provided - by private companies/ However, in the United States, although-private ■
companies provide telephone service,, public authorities regulate and ■■
control the fees charged for the service.

..

.....

■

E/CH. 14/463
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11,.

Note was taken of other reasons for setting up public enterprises*
;(a)':-Ina country which has already taken positive steps in
acquiring .shares.in-existing .private companies, other
companies which have not yet been affected are likely .
■ to be placed in a 'state of suspense which discourages
■ . them ■from.-expanding;their activities unless and until.. .,
the government makes its .stand clear, on its possible

■■'■

"

- participation in these companies §

(b)

Public leadership in industrialization helps to reduce
wasteful duplication of projects by competing private
investors.
It also helps to co-ordinate the produc- , ■
tibn programmes of projects/Which are interdependent
in terms of supply of raw materials and disposal of
finished goods5

(c)

.

.

...

.

-A country, may'have the fear that large-scale invest-- .
ment by a company, whose headquarters is based in

another "rion-friendl:y country, might have detrimental
■■.political implications. .It.was, howevers. agreed that
as long as such a company was prepared to abide by the ■

.

'regulations' laid ;down by the

government of

the

■

country

.. concerned3 and the officials ensured that these were
observed, there should be little or no problem3 as

■the entrepreneur is 'more interested in his profits
.

c

.

than in

the politics of the country.

B.

Formulation of national and regional plans (including, -physical -planning)

12.

Participants in the

Seminar observed that some African countries have

a national plan or- plans but most of these consist merely of compilations
of individual projects^ and of 'enterprise or regional plans and do not
constitute national planning in any real sense.

It was stressed that a

sound plan must provide-for balance among competing social and economic
objectives^

provide guidelines to be used by enterprises in developing

sub-plansa and establish standards against which enterprise performance
can be measured.

13.

Planning is a dynamic process? a method of analysis and thinking,

and may or may not involve the preparation of a comprehensive legally

binding blueprint for social and economic development. . It was recognized
by the participants

that planning is and should be a

continuing process

n.14/463
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of making present risk-taking decisions systematically and with best
knowledge of their future consequences.., organizing the-efforts needed'
to carry out these decisions'and measuring the results of these decisions
against expectations ..through organized systematic reporting.

Planning

■

decisions can."be no better than tho information on which they are based.
'-(..■

.

.

...

.

■

...

■,...

Where plans are based on incomplete or inaccurate statistics, inaccurate
cost or. manpower estimates,

or inadequate technical information and data,

the plans inevitably will be defective.

14.

.-■.".

In -.'a1 number-: 6f-: African, countries errors; have; resulted from failure

to conduct the necessary feasibility studies and to consult enterprises
about plans which they are to implement.

Enterprises are in the best

position to advise the planners, within their prescribed areas of

competence., about (l)'feasibility :qf projects to.be included in the plan?

(2) detailed:estimates df costs under classified items of expenditure;;

(3) material and manpower .resources required which-are adequately costed?
on best estimates available? '(4). potential markets and expected level of
sales harmonized, with the production function of the enterprise,,

15-

Examples were cited of conflicts between central planners and

enterprise managers.

In- one Country,

the planners attempted to apply

.to a public enterprise productivity standards derived from developed
countries.
on.norms

It was suggested that-planning decisions should be based

tailored realistically to local

conditions and potentialities,

Difficulties also occur when different time frames are utilized in
developing the national
enterprises.

16.

.

plan and the operating plans

.■■■■■,■=..-

for

the individual

■...-■.

..-..■:.

Planning involves several stages in the preparation of long range,

intermediate,

(1)

(2)

and .annual plans:

■'■ '- ■'

Formulation of goals|

■

■

'"'

': ■

■

'

' ■

'

-

Translation of goals into specific objectives covering a
multiryear

time'span;

■'

■

■

■

■:■■

: :

-

E/CN.14/463
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(3)
'-■'-'■■
... ,

Identification and analysis of alternative courses of action9
with particular emphasis on cost effectiyenessg

feasibility^;

■ -Utili^a'ticin of scarc©'1r:es'Gurces '(including foreign exchange) 5
.. 1(

interrelationship .with; other ■sectors and activities^:'etc. $

(4).- Peyelo.pment. of pro.je.cts-. to. carry .out-th-e^-planj-.

'■""'. ■

(.5.) ,. Measurement, of ■ performance-against established goals.
17.

■

■''■ ■

Under;ideal arrangements the planning' process proceeds "from the.

top-down*;- "from'the- t>6ttom<-up" and'horizontally. '■• The. central planning
organization;, where one exists* advises on basic goals,

and should provide

the economic criteria to guide the enterprises in developing the component
parts of. the plan.

18.

■

-,-':.

. ■

■

•■-'

■ ■•-

■

"■

'

■

"

■

■

While-the participants- agreed-that the formulation of national .goals

or the macro-economic"decisions' included in the national plan should be

■ made at'the political-level within the government structures it was

■pointed out that Suitable :administrative arrangements must be made to
ensure that the enterprises were consulted about micro-economic decisions
such as the desirability and feasibility of individual projects.

Com

munication between -the. planners.-.and enterprises about these type's of

-

■"■

decisions has no.t.b.een- satisfactory in-many African countries.;' Errter^ ''■
prises, .should be. given an opportunity, to propose alternatives?- cbmm'ent' •■'■'

on produation targets, and review sectoral-, plans .for; purposes o'f- faoili'tating co-ordination.

19»■

.-

,

•

■ ,.

-

- .■■■■

:..

-:■

>■,-.

.■ ..-,.■■ .l.■■■■;- .""

"Regional planning" was^defined as meaning planning for the economic

and so-cial" development of a territorial sub-division "of' the national'
territory... ■ Planning-.fpr. areas comprising more:'than one national-territory
or .parts thereof .was termed, '/supranational ■.--planning".■■ In small- States'"';;there would often be no,need.for regional-planning on a-separate-level / :

The sizes of ...regions .-.for- which .to..prepare development plans wiil depend-

on, the; given .circumstances..- .In .demarcation:..of regions not.only economic-'

but also population, national and other characteristics and-'features may
be decisive-

No rules for general application can be given.,.

The planning

region may or may not be identical with .an .administrative area. . - .

■

.....

. 14/463
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20.

It/was pointed out that the constitutional .situation in a country

is of.great importance with regard to the question whether planning for
regions is possible and-which fields and subjects can be dealt with in
regional planning.

In a system with rather limited central powers it.

might be possible for regional planning to be-guided.by some basic

'

national development;PrincipleS only, instead .of. a national'development
plan.

■

.

.

'..-..

21... As far as : the ■■ actual preparation of regional plans is"concerned, :"
most of what was discussed with regard to national plans is also true

for regional planning.

Great emphasis.was put, however, on the necessity

of adjusting regional plans to national goals and/or development plans.

In order to guarantee that, it was considered mandatory to'require central
government approval of regional plans.

This would also enable the central

planning authorities to compare a regional plan for co-ordination with
plans for neighbouring regions.

22.

.

.

. ■

• , ..

In the absence of a regional organisation which could prepare "'

regional- development plans9 this could be done by .central planning"
authorities at the level of the national government.

"'

There is also the

possibility of.assigning some responsibility to existing enterprises,'
or of establishing new public enterprises, for the preparation of'regional

plans.

Precautions should, however, be taken against the interests' of - a ■

powerful public enterprise ..unduly dominating the development of a, region.

23.

As with, national development plans it was'considered mandatory that

public enterprises be -consulted in the preparation of regional plans and
that they should be given an opportunity to present their views and
possible alternatives..

:"

The public enterprises, in many, oases, would be

m a .position-to provide the planning authorities with information about
the needs in the region,

2.4.

■■■•-■■

■

i :

■

-'

"

As with national plans, it was thought necessary that, regional plans'

should aim at being implemented within-a specified period of time.
must, however, be kept under constant review and adapted to changing
conditions*

They
"

E/CN.14/463
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25-

.Whether-or not-regional-'development'plans can be carried out by the

.existing authorities? agencies and'public enterprises in the region "

depends very much on the degree of autonomy which these organizations
enjoy, and on the availability of funds which may .have to be■ provided
.entirely by the central organs.

in the .plans.

26.

. .. ,

:

■

Self-help activities should be integrated

. .

.

'

. ■

. ■

■ .

■

Physical planning can be said to constitute the task of preparing

plans for measures, activities and projects by which land is used or
the territorial, development of an area is influenced.
may.stem not only from the direct effects on land,

This influence

for. instance,

it may

involve constructing roads or a water reservoir, providing energy or
pipelines, planting or cutting forests.

The territorial development-

can also be., influenced by tariffs for the transportation of goods-and
passengers by road or rail3 or by good or bad timetables for public
transportation,,
\,

27-

■ ■

.

.

■

.-■..-■■

Because projects may determine the possibilities of land utilisation

for a long, times which very often cannot be changed at all or only with
great difficulty and at enormous costs, proper physical planning was

considered mandatory.

Things which should be. avoided, for-instance,'

are the location of smoke-producing industries close to residential areas
over which the smoke is blown, by the prevailing winds? or the construction

of a modern'first-class hotel in the immediate neighbourhood of the
run-way of an airport so that planes taking off fly over it at low
altitude.

28,

Physical planning? therefores should be considered an integral part

of any kind of development planning*

It iray become necessary to prepare

physical ^development plans for territorial sub-divisions of the State,

(regions)local

29*

Town planning is a specific form of physical planning for-

communities*

i

Physical planning often must ensure that' in certain areas no

land-consuming, projects are carried through, in order to allow for such

future projects as roads whi.ch?. according to the expectations and

E/CN. I.4/463
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prognoses in the field of traffic development, may become necessary only

afters say3 15 years,, or protection of areas for, future water, supply.

30-

It was-; pointed out that, physical planning must provide facilities

for-promoting economic and social activities in the most convenient
areas, "bearing in-mind, the "best land utilization at reasonable costs

but avoiding over-concentration and over-development so as not td create
vast agglomerations with all the attendant problems of urbanization.
31.

Physical plans may be imperative or indicative*

In the first case

they-have binding'effect^ depending upon the pertinent legislation, on

. the public and/or private sector3 including public enterprises.

The

indicative plan.is a guideline which will' readily be "followed if it is
.convincing.

That imperative plans may result in land being purchased^

sold or expropriated must be taken into consideration."

Sometimes

investments may have been made or withheld due to the contents of a
physical plan, and the question of compensation may come up,

32.

In the discussions9' the .participants further pointed to the

problems of physical planning arising out■of'transport difficulties in

the vicinity of large conurbations and depressed'areas.

Whereas/ on

the one hands road and transport planning must cope with the existing
and expected traffic requirements, on:the other hand? it serves the
purpose of stimulating traffic in the

33-

interest of development.

It'was mentioned that sometimes locations of industries are pre

determined by the availability of natural 'resources such as coal.

In

such casess planning must start early enough to provide for new

•industries .if the existing ones are diaappo&ring because of exhausted
natural resources,'eto.

This is also a- matter requiring effective

co-ordination between the various agencies engaged in sectoral planning*

34- ' As a very important point in this connexion, the necessity of
timely retraining of the labour force of disappearing industries was
mentioned.

This i;s a. great problem in agriculture in many countries. ■

The rural population often give up their employment hoping to find a
better standard, of living in: other occupations, and thus create a
problem of over-population and unemployment in the towns.

Endeavours

to reorient them towards agriculture may be a means of relief.

Page 11

-35-:. -.The-..implementation of regional development plans is a duty of the

..public'.as-well as of the private sector.

It may happen 'that the first

result of .a regional development plan would be the necessity to revise
it or.draw up another-plan.
-.

A local community may have to revise its

town.plan or draw up a n**tj one,

"because the regional plan determined

the location of certain projects in a "binding way,
the town plan had previously envisaged.

36..
...

V;

contrary to what
■ .

: ■

The term- "implementation of a development plan" could thus denote

a variety of different measures and activities to "be' undertaken "by the

Plan implementing institutions.

Sometimes plan implementation may,'

'

for instances consist of a specific project, to Ibe undertaken by^a public
enterprises like the construction of a power plant,.a bridge,

37.-

etc,

,;

The discussion was focussed on the question as to whether or not

new organizations; public enterprises,

etc.s should be established for

plan implementation, or whether the existing-ones should be assigned
that responsibility.
be given.

It became, clear that no ready-made answer could

It (depends very much on the organizational and constitutional

structure of a country, on its size, and on the existence of effective
organs of local

38.
r^

government.

.

.

, ,

The' same, is true with regard to-the question whether a central plan

implementation body should exist as part of the planning' authority af the

regional or central level... Sometimes the establishment-of co-ordina-ting
committees can obviate the need for new organizations.- .

■,-;-■■

39..; Examples from various participating countries were given'and
extensively discussed.

It. became apparent that in' these problems the

principles of decentralization and deconaentration were involved.

Decen

tralization in this connexion was intended to mean the transfer of powers

and duties to a separate, independent institution not being subject to
immediate supervision and orders from the central government.

Deconcen

tration is the devolution of powers within the existing .government
machinery to subordinate levels,-which may have a smaller or larger
amount of discretionary powers delegated to them, but which are

completely under the overall supervision of the central authorities, in
every respect.

Page-12^'

4OC

■

'' n

It was also pointed out that a regional organization for planning

and/or plan implementation would require qualified personnel available
at the regional level.purpose.

Training should be undertaken in time for this

I-t may be possible to use personnel from other regions;

experience shows? nowevei9

41.

that difficulties may arise in this connexion.

.A danger,, of regionalization in planning and plan implementation is

the possible fragmentation of the. country due to different ethnic
groups.,

tribesj natural conditions,

etc,

Therefore9 in the interest of

nation-building, a certain amount of central direction? co-ordination and
control may be mandatory,

42.

'

.

In order to prevent confusion arising from overlapping,and

conflicting lines of command and responsibility, it.was thought neces
sary that planning and plan implementation bodies should be clearly
determined.

43-

If planning is left to the central agencies and plan implementation

to local government (local communities and municipalities)1, it was

explained (from the example of the UAE) that the danger could arise of
public enterprises coming under pressure from strong local, authorities
to act in their interest, contrary to the plan..

Nevertheless, local

communities and municipalities should participate widely in plan
implementation,

44-

' '

especially if their own fund's have to be used.

Especially for larger States, the question of co-ordination between

different regions was seen to be of importance,
on the personalities involved and how well

Very much often depends

the interests of one region

are represented vis-a-vis another in relation with the centre.

45«_, It was agreed that the entire .question of regionalization of
planning, and plan implementation is one- to which no uniform answers can

be given*

The existing circumstances have, .to be taken into consideration.
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C,

Defining of enterprise goals and objectives within the national

■
46.

(op regional) economy '"'"..

;

.

■ ■

.

.

'_-.

Ther;e, was. general agreement that, within the:context 'of national

'■'•

and/or.regional plans the public enterprises have1to■develop the ■
guidelines-for

their,own activities.

.

.

.

'

.

'

■

47 i .= .-Goals-Should'be;q.uani:if led as far as possible. 'Major difficulties
may arise "out--of the existence of conflicting goals.

On the one hand,.

for instances it may be considered desirable to operate at optimal costs,
using.modern production or service techniques. :. On the other, hand, the
.public enterprise-may have to bear its .share in easing the nation's
unemployment situation,.-even .at the expense of profitability. : In most
.pases,' the .goals and objectives, should bersetand co-ordinated in. =

.

accordance with their importance and priority... As with national ,and/or.
regional development plans, the goals and objectives governing the•
activities of public enterprises may change3 or have to be changed,
in the light of new situations and conditions, e.g..,

technological

progressy or :,if existing-national -resources approach the stage of-

.

exhaustion, or if., the manpower situation changes. ... A .corresponding

machinery for the revision of goals and objectives should exist at the
pertinent levels.

Depending, on .the type of act:! varies, of public , ;.

enterprises;.and the economic system -.in a country, the revision of
objectives -and goals may be influenced -"by 'market -.conditions../

D.

Harmonization of public.enterprise plans with national plans

48.

The' objeotives' of public 'enterprises.

In establishing public

enterprises government should set out clearly the main objectives of
the policy for the establishment of the enterprise9 they"have beenestablished either:

(a)

For strategic-reason-s5

such'as to achieve economic

independence, to create employment opportunities or to.
build infrastructural

- (b)

■'■•■■

services;

or"'

As commercial-type enterprises ^principally fo.r import
substitution, or to contribute to the economic development
of the country by diversifying the economy, or to preserve

foreign exchange earnings for other development projects
of high priority.

•

•
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49.

The - use of - budget- fo> blanhing" purposes-' . To. achieve the objectives

of the enterprises within the framework of national goals, planning ana

budgeting must be regarded as integral'elements in the decisionr-making '
process a'nd must be interrelated.

Whilst the budget provides the frame

work for periodic coneideraiion r.nd evaluation-of plan objectives and
measurement, of performance,, there should be close co-operation between^

budget and planning staffs, which in some countries is less than ' '
satisfactory. -

■

'

.-.--.'

50.. A budget is essentially a management plan, usually of a short-

'

range and control nature, expressed in terms of quantities and/or monetary

values.

It involves the translation of plan objectives and short-range

programmes into monetary amounts and the careful phasing of these amounts
over time and cycles of production.

51°

The tudget !Proces.s contains obvious limitations, if relied upon as

a substitute for planning*
■■■■■■.■

. (a)
(b)

(o)

■

.

.

■

x

:...,.-<

Programme guidance may deviate from budgetary objectives;
■Decisions.may be overweighted by fiscal consideration in
disregard of programme requirements?

.

'

''"

'•

.

Budget structures are based primarily on organisational

units rather than programme areas. . In some countries budgets

stress "in-puts" such as supplies and materials and personnel'

rather than "out-puts"?

(d)

The use of the monetary unit as a common unit to describe
■iissimi-lar activities, may give an unrealistic equality to

all of. them.

52«

'

. . .,

At every level, national, ministry and enterprise, the budget

process should be designed to identify:

(a)

Accomplishments of existing programmes?

(b)

Planned accomplishments of new programmes?

(c)

Future annual costs of present decisions; : '

'

■

:; ■

■ "
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53.

-Preparatibn'of budgets.

(l)

In general,

the budget system' shoulds..:

Relate budget proposals to specific "national 'goals,1 iVe.,
the composition of the projects "being carried out by- the
various enterprises must be related to the objectives of
'national goal's..- ■ It1 is- assumed that the enterprises, should
take'part in plan preparation ■ which- would .include built-in

■"■

■■■.'■
-

.

■ objectives against 'which 'performance will be measured=

"'" ■■■■ (2)

Relate goals to-alternative programmed with the given goals

.

■ and:Objectives ;bf;r the ■various enterprises it should be assumed
that there are alternative ways of carrying but the programmes»
There should be a planning department or section within the
'./:..-"■■ enterprise tb'&eter~mihe'the least-cost means of ^-achieving
■'■■■'■
: '
:
1 ■■
■ ■"■ ■
"■ ■' -: ' '■

" ■■

-'■'■"■^

' handed over. "In Nigeria^

--■■:

■-'

various -statutory'corporations have

■- :'praiiriing and design departments:'.which- evaltiate projects andj

:-;i ■' -::]■' ""-

:'

.given programmes'' In the' UARj''it 'was oh-serve'cL -that groups of
organizations have planning services as- a" staff function at an
intermediate-level" between the organizations and the various
'ministries. ■ In Ethiopia^ the Investment Corporation assists
new' enterprises^ to prepare' plan's-, to evaluate new schemes, and
prepare accounting Records for :them until a .full management
is established to which th© records and other details can be

ibi-'co-Oper'ation- wi;th other departments? determine the feasibility
of carrying out different projects before-they are included

- ■•■-■' 'in the annual budgets-(which ar.e: prepared, bjr all corporations

~:

- ■

■

in

(-3)

Selate programmes ;to; specific resources..

It. is -part of the

■ planning-programmes-that the-programme: of work is related to
■•■

'

■

specific resaurGes Mike foreign--e:xchange:?j'limited capital 9
scarce materials' and maftpowery ".fo-'achieve^balanced1 development.

■-

To be- able to-"do this^ successfully,- there" must ..be a breakdown

■:■■■■■ :"
'

of ^resources and-detailed' costing, of pro jects "to-allow for

"■"'■■

proper maiiagementi. ■"

prepared-'for

Ik .."timetable for-' completion,.is

":'-'■ pi?;ogr.amjnes:..o:f.^_w.dxk— -- - -::■-■ --..-riri^-

(4)

.

■

■

:- '.

.

■.■■:■■

Relate specific--resources to budgetary-allo.cations.
physical

■■■'' ■■'"

also

eabh'prb j-ect to-.-alloiw. .detailed-phasing of

Where

planning has been developed under conditions of scarce

"-resourbeSj ^i't' will^W necessary^ in. allocating ^specific resources

'■'■ -'

to-budgetary ai.lO'catxons-''i}0'.consider social .cost and benefits,
as-" well" as economic ones'.1

.54, .■ Types of budgets.
into consideration.

■ ■■

■■

'

'

"■

A.. goo& budget should take all

the above factors

The types of budget required for public enterprises

are those normally prepared for commercial, organisations and not the

y

e/ck.14/463
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usual

government revenue and expenditure accounts which, are related to

annual

"budgetary allocations.

identified!

(a)

The following types of budget may "be
■

Operating "budgets - a statement of. carefully, calculated
estimates of income and expenditure for a year "based on the

.

;

"best estimated assessment of sales units multiplied lay .the
selling prices and the estimates of annual expenditure "based
on either historical or comparable cost of similar items of
expenditure. ..It may also be. referred to as an income state-

.

*

ment or profit and loss statement.

(b)

Cash budgets - based on. cash realizations of. the revenue on an
accrual basis which is also based on expected sales and credit
period allowed,

as well as

estimated debt, level*.

It also

.takes into consideration estimated cash payments on the basis
of expected commitments and credit period allowed to the
enterprise.

A good cash budget

management, of funds by the

(c)

should show in detail

public

the

enterprises.

Capital budgeting is an integral part of resources mobilization
and the main determinant of the achievements of the plan .
objectives of the public enterprise*
budgeting may consist of lists or

■

.
1
.

•

priority order which provide the means.for the control of uses
of funds and allocation of resources.
If carefully prepared
and its financing carefully plannedj it allows flexible
adjustments to the requirements and. progress of the plan.
When the priorities have been carefully determined it is an
effective tool for eliminating uneconomic demandsfor funds
and advancing.projects which would assist in the achievement
of economic objectives -of the national goals.
It should contain
all the essential projects of the enterprise in the national ■
plan3 phased out-on an annual basis and. related to practical 9
physical completionsA good capital budget should be
accompanied by a financing plan.which' should state the provis
ions of both local and foreign funds for paying for the
various

(d)

Appropriate capital

schedules of projects in

projects included in

the budget.

. Sources and-.application of funds statement or cash flow
statement.
A funds statement examines all sources of funds
such as surplusesj provisions for depreciation, government
grants or subventions and their application to finance the
different phases of projects, which should be separated into

■ .

local funding.needs and foreign exchange requirements of the
projects.

It should also contain provisions for servicing

old debts'and repayment of past borrowings*

:

r "
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55..

The need for harmonization.

.There were examples in .various countries

of the major problem of harmonization"of sectoral plans at.the ministry
level with the plan's, of other -sectors.

This should be co-ordinated by a

higher'planning authoritys responsible for overseeing the.general

direction'-of:, the plan..--.TMr bes-t ways .to achieve harmonization are said
to be;-based on budgets -sutomx tted to the ministries and the "planning
commission or planning authority and separate annual progress

'

reports

which comment-on achievement of specific targets'as set out in the annual
budget. ■■;■

. .

- ■

.

■

.

■.

■

■■■..■

"'%'"'■ The problems which arise where there is a difference between the.,
fiscal year and the operating year of the'enterprise were considered.
Also'.,--national plans are usually ■ stated' in terms of general' goals ancT
rates of investment' or 'percentages of gross national products and '

"

consideration was: given as to how this can be related to the details of

physical.^ sectoral: targets contained in the enterprise plan.

It was"

considered essential that there should be'central direction and integration

of public .enterprise plans with the national plans and the following ...-■;
principles were set outs

■■ (l)

.,

.

.

\ .

•

.■

,

That the programmes of - expenditure contained in the'budget

of the enterprise should support the basic.national develop-,

'"

ment objectives^ especially in the case of pub]ic utilities
and strategic industries.
'
'■
■ .
'
'
' ■
"':

(2)
■

.. (3)

-

,

(4)

That close co-ordination with related and interdependent'

government and private sector programmes is necessary...

That where there is direct or indirect financial, support

from,the government treasury, the amount to be. provided
should be decidedin rd^anee.by obtaining decisions .on the'
total cost of the project and the phasing out of annual
cash requirements so. that work will not be stopped because.
'of shortage of funds from budget allocations.-

That when.the enterprise relies.on foreign exchange or

other scarce resources for tho implementation of the

programme,

this also should be determined-in advance and:

■■■;

notified to the appropriate Ministries of Finance^ Planning
and Economic Development to ensure the allocation of foreign
exchange, so that unnecessary' delays wiX 1 not occur.

/
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., ,

,(5.); ,Tha_t a. sys.tem.:Of reporting of. progress ;of the major projects.
in the public

'■
,..

57*

-:
.

.

.

enterprises should "be established, which indicates

t'he degree, of. .progress1 that has been achieved in-respect of.
. every individual

enterprise and spotlights problem areas.-

It-was1 agreed that there was a need for a national planning unit

,or,_commission or agency.

in plan- preparation^

Enterprises, would be

expected to

take part

and to prepare ihe^ annual budgets which should be

forwarded to the-national planning commission..

Annual

progress" reports

should be forwarded and compared with budget estimates^

so as to-.ensure

a balanced and proper allocation of resources among sectoral organizations
involved in executing the national plan...

58..

..-■■'■■.

Commercial-type enterprises may not be supervised by the planning

commission.

The planning organization should only provide guidelines

and should not interfere with.detailed management in
prises.-

the various

The need to review and harmonize should not be confused with

interference-with the' management of projects.,

59«

enter

'

A common basis must be decided upon in respect of allocation of.

foreign"exchange or available local resources.
relied upon as a

specific means of

control

The budget must be

and its approval

the financing proposals should be an 'effective means of
harmoniEation with

the national

E-

Financing of public

60.

Sources of finance.

plan.

:

enterprises

ensuring

.■.'"-

'

'

The viability of an enterprise.and the degree

of its autonomy may depend on

the source of its financing.

which are, wholly'dependent on

the national

are those least-likely

be correctly
either the

budget as

to maintain financial

the necessary operational

flexibility.

the

stability or

establishment of the

Enterprises

sour.ee of funds
to

be accorded

Capital and operating-funds must

estimated and their sources determined wsll

projects which the

along with

in advance of

enterprise or the financing of the

enterprise is responsible for carrying oute

enterprises should-thus be providrd with sufficient finance

Public

to achieve

national economic development goals in respect of projects allocated
to

them..

e/ cur. 14/463
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61.

Sources of financing'.may "be:
Government; loans- or. grants' which' are provided directly, to

.,. fi,?ance.. specific projects;a*1 subventions -or. initial"
' Capital- to".start the enterprise at the., initia.1

ffc

^

.(2.), Funds provided by government,. through- interme:diarie^j;su:ch w-■■ ■ : ■investment banks or development:banks,(. which' ,nia;y .be, assigned
r. ^supervisory/-responsibility over the various"enterprises.; '■""

(3)

Funds provided by international institutions .such a^ the ..,-,,.

■ World Sankj..or other lending-agencies :to finance specific "

projects or funds for general development given 'to igovern--■..
. i:ments.for further -lending to specific enterprises.

F)

Funds supplied under bilateral or multilateral agreements, ■■ ,

• in,the,.form' of loans or grants, to finance given'projeots."' "" '

, These are. almost invariably "tied11 loans in'respeci^of^whiclr
' the lenders insist that the equipment required for the ,j>rojec
mus-fr. be purchased-from the country giving' the loan. ~: This' may
result in higher costs. , ■

'

■,

■

■

-.

,■■

.;.:.:;

■

'

■,-/.;■,-■,■:;:..

.Suppliers1 credits "from firms1 supplying theequipment^ as "" "''

- . ■-■:.. ^.^l1^. ^©payment, period is .usually, short ^and the rates'- of -r'' ■ ; :" -■
interest high9 these are not "usually to be recommended.
... , ■

, (6)

(7)

:

Shterprise revenues realized from sales during-'the1 first .'?■'■■''■''
period of operation of the enterprise.

....

.■,.,.

Equity shares or sales of bonds providing .funds for commercial

or ■..economic .pro ject'S-which would attract "investment from '■
"!
. -financing organizations. -Al-^o.? .convertible debe'ntures may be

■ issued by well established^ or prospective industries; and..these
■.may require government bad^ing;'

(8)

':

■" " "

'"■

' '" '"

'"'

Short-term loans and overdraft facilities provided-by lo.cal

■ banks*

•■'"'■.

-

'

'■

"■■'

' '''

■'

■ -

■'

■■'".■"

62. ■ li was generally agreed that central bank policies..may. create , :■- , V,probleaas in some countries where the bank clings to obsolet.e.,.concepts 0
of monetary and"budgetary policies which may become a significant

obstacle'to economic' development.

This is ..true when the central -:- bank.. ■.-..

tends to equate any form of deficit financing and government borrowing

with original sin.

In developing countries^ it .is usually, impossible

to finance all,.capital projects out of current ..revenues. ;o.f public
enterprises.

-

'

" '■

.-■-

. \

,,.,-.--.
;
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63.

.

The question of whether funds from successful public enterprises

should be used to finance less- successful pnes was..considered in great '.
detail; whether there was a case for the pooling of idle resources from

one corppra^on^thysi^PluseS-in!a^anK foifuse by- another "corporation

which is short; of. ftmds^so.as to avoid borrowing money from'the'same
bank at a higher rate Of interest. ...This is. obviously- a-;case. in: which

the *^as^f^
bn deposit, a
low-rate of, interest Whilst the'sister enterprise pays "a" higher' rate
of interesj:.for: borrowing, the■ same ..;funds .from--the ^ame ^banfc. ;-"r-; '

64.

'' ':

Consid:eration;.was.;g;i.v.en.]as ] to -'whether a 'dentra* 'depository'"like

the central banker a ■government bank could act as a'pooling centre as .

against pujtting..money.. in ..different commercial banks.- Pf wkspdihtei^
'out thaVdn some cases., ;a government, may, insist" on ./toffcal" cash, oollec-

tions.-bein:^ ^paidT^directly into,its.,.treasury .hj- the-.public' enterprise,
the treasury then- making allocations' of funds" to., beet 'recurrent ..expenditure,
This practice may be detrimental, to the financial, independence,and aujqnomy

of public,enterprises. -In the -IUR, " net ^ofits are .paid,.into^ the'Treasury,

replacement ^und|- or. investments in-new* projects, aremade fronT!a Central
budgetary allocation, ^ This ±s regarded .as a means of. harmoniKingt.the ■■)
total investment programme, of the government.-..

65.

■

"':■ "

■

:'■-■ :;-x ■■;

Consideration, wa.s : given; ;to:. the difficulties^caused ■by;-th:e tisjb of'7'

traditionalg^net

Wt

/y'''!

e, -tp .those used by successful: coiiiiriercial

enterprises.

Procedures for utilizing" enterprise surpluses' are not

uniform. ..JLogicaljly, ..surpluses, ought to be-used'in accordance 'wi'tfi the'; -:
priorities of the plan.

Also, it may be desirable to require'enterprises

to keep their funds.,in ^.central depositary so/that>.g6vernmeritsvmay"ilot :
have to borrow, from a, bank .when idle ca-sh is available .-iri enterprise 'i!'''~;
accounts^

There .should at least be .some means..:of-reporting to'goverrMent

the amount, of surpluses .he^d by enterprises and .the s.tatus of- th-e.enterprises' cash balances..

' -.^;-=-

It was pointed out that wfrere there is

;':

"

an effective central: banking organizations- as-, in. .Mgeria ■ for. ■example,: ' '"
public enterprises w.hich have, surplus,funds- are .required .to.."btty. treasury■■
bills with 90 daysT maturity and may continue to reinvest.
are used by government to finance its other projects.

The funds

'

. ■
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-, : 66'-,--Ailooa.t3.-on of limited resources. /Participants raised the; question
. .of whether the government .budget ..should distribute limited resources .over
:a.: wide number of., enterprises cr whether investments should be.concentrated
. on^a, limited, number of projects selected, on. .the basis." of--priorities.

■■■ It..1fa-S- Sne-.general view that-.optimum utilisation- of -resources can-., only
■ ;.be achieved.by a dynamic review ,of basic and), infrastr.uctural -investments
, ^and the; investments, in productive public and private sectors;

It was

also suggested that in developing countries in Africa the best results

couia- be obtained oy giving priority to short-term projeots..which will
%J

'

/

contribute tc capital accumulation..

The un'derfuinding of projects by

"spreading-limited resources, especially on non-economic projects,.will
result'in failure to-achieve national goals.

67.
■

It was re-emphasi,Eed that the total -costs-of a project should

be identified in,advance and sufficient funds .committed over the phased
completion period to permit the project .to be .-completed on schedule.

In Zambia, for example,, the Cabinet authorizes the total cost of. any .
.project before .any public enterprise initiates the project.

If there

..are cost overruns the matter, must be brought to the attention of the

...

Cabinet, with a request for approval of a modified scheme.

Where the

requirement of additional funds is' due to inefficiency,"" this- should'be '
known before authority is granted.

68*

.

A public enterprise should be treated-as .an

.economically self-sustaining, unit. -The objective should be the .provision
of services at cost or at cost-plus profit. If an enterprise receives
a subsidy ...or .if the plan pr government directives call for the provision

of services at less^than cost, the impact of these subsidies or directives
should be identified clearly in financial statements so that the enter-

prise performance may be accurately evaluated.

Preferably, the govern

ment budget should reimburse the enterprise for-.the amount of losses,
incurred as a result of 'government directives.,

tfc definitive answer

can be provided to the question of how long the government subsidy should
continue in developing industries*

No- agreement was reached as to whether

-14/46;
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subsidies should "beextended to: both public and:.private enterprises by

protective tariffs.

In generaly it was evident"from the discussions

that no generalisation can be made about the economic and financial
aspects of public enterprises which does not take the initial objective

of-their establishment into consideration.

Different-policies must be

applied, to any enterprise T'hbse: primary objective is profitability as
compared with one whichis expected to provide services wi-thbut. regard
to

the recovery of' costs..

69'«

Pricing policy.,

' ■

The pricing policy of any public enterprise is an

important determinant of whether the enterprise operates on a commercial

profit-making basis or non-profit-making basis*
commercial operations in respect of public

The assumption of

enterprises pre-supposes

that

the prices.of their products are determined taking into consideration

the

essential

costs of operating the public enterprise-

There may be

.differences of opinion about the method of costing used, whether full
costing or marginal
give .different

costing,

types of

average-or standard costing.

costs depending on

or when, costs are to-be fully recovered.

This may

the policy of depreciation
However?

even in respect of

strategic .industries,- efficient pricing policy and costing should" allow
the cost, of subsidy of the operation to be. determined for efficient
operation.

:
■

TO.

Objectives of pricing policy in respect of either strategic public

enterprises or

(1)
■ - . ■
"

commercial

enterprises

could be as foil owns

The pricing policy may be such that the enterprise breaks
even, that'is,-its operating income and-operating'-expenditure
are in "balance either on an. annual basis, or over a1 given

"

period of

timeo

(2)

The price policy may be such that a surplus is earned after

....-■■

full depreciation so ac to provide a given rate of return
which contributes to the financing of the .expansion of the
enterprise.

The problem then is how much the present con

sumers are expected to

contribute

of a future growth in services.

to finance

the

expansion

It is also relevant to

answer the question whether public enterprises should be.
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allowed.to

-.. '

:
■

(3)

invest the

surplus for

internal

expansion or

permitted to invest the funds in other enterprises, public
or private.
It should also be.: decided whether such practices

may. not cause a distortion in-'the national plan. It is
also necessary to determine what level" of surpluses is ."
permissible,■
.
• ■
•■■.-■'■'.■
' ■ * ■
A price policy.which as a matter of public policy allows
^subsidies to be paid to make up for operating, losses, for
example9 in case of infrastructural enterprises.": To ensure
efficient application of 'the-subsidy:
/
.
■
'"■

(a)

A decision must be Fade as to tfce level of subsidy
permitted/and a. means of coritr'ol to ensure, that the
type of loss is such as was contemplated and that1

.

the loss was not

.-,

.

(b.)

due

to inefficient operations^

Price policy is determined so that after a level of,;.,
losses which is subsidized,

the balance must be

recovered from users or consumers.
■■

■ ■ ■

.,,

■■,..'

.

This.-subsidy may.be by government foregoing the .
■.
payment of its interest charges or it may be in the

nature of actual
;. t . ;:

'

subventions paid in respect of

operating losses. '

"

■

■. .' .■

■

:

'

.-

;

•■ (4)■:"! price policy determined by market forces9 where , there, is
■;.
': '
.

;
.
■■"'■■■
.
,.'

competition from private enterprise-for'the products or
services provided by the public .enterprise. rIf surpluses;
are:-earned even with.-.this type of competition,^ a policy;:' should be established on what should be done with earned

surpluses if they result ffbmj e.g., tariff protection'in
the

case of infant industries..

-

■71.

;To prevent abuse of a monopoly situation by public enterprises,

regulatory bodies are^proposed to.review the■pricing policies-Of the
various public enterprises.

The problem of price control was discusseds

and so also was the problem of distortions in valuation of products
arid" the possibility of black market prices where there, is a -shortage

o.f supplies. '
72.

-'

■■■■."■

'

.

■

;.

1;

"

■ ■

' "

Consideration was also given to the problem of prices to be charged

in respect of services provided between one public enterprise and

another, either in the same sector or in different sectors.

Discussion

also, centred .on whether special prices should be paid by the government

fpr j'sel'Vices ■;from1 a "pubiid; ^•fcer^i'i^ej "especially: where''" government
-agencies andrQ.the^ ;pjiMtc:;ienterp?lses,.ia:r.e--the major^&aera-'of services

provided b£-".aiiy policy;1 en t^rpfisV bt&£erned;

■

'%er<2 government does

no'st ,'pay the full costs for services provided "by; any.,pub-lip, enter- .
.prise.y it should "be- realized^ that other consumers, are paying,for ^$k '
'government..services-.;eit&er diredtlyvby paying higher;; prices than are

' liedessary of" indirectly.■"'fcrbiigh'; Inpayment of a^s^sily to the public
enterprise in respect of its losses.

It-is recommended that govern

ment; sh6uld;y|)ay^ai^ s^ryicesj" /in" the/same/way''aJAotfr^r users.
73. ■■'WlVerie" di^scritftiriating tariffs f6r/different' classes of consumers, are
encouragedg

e.g.9 as an inducement to the.location of particular indus

tries^ the bos't'should .be properly.'assessed to determine'the level of
indirect subsidy which other:, consumer^ who/..aree.paying economic .rates

are giving. the:-favoured iadustries^;:

74-

..

.■ .;/:■•■•■■■:,>:■. ..■=„.■

The limitation, of regulatory .bodies-for fixing-..tariffs was illus

trated by the Nigerian experience in''respect of ^ne'determination of
traijsfer'cos*s;of ppwer;-between ^liec.Higer Dam Authority.;and ihe Electricity

Cor.^orailbh Of Jfi"geHas aM-alsb;; the ■public; tariff "which";'the Electricity
Corporatioh pf:. Nigeria. ■would^ha.ve;.t0' charge, .for ,th& sale-of power to the,
public."' ] ■"

75-

'

*"

' .

■-■ il *■■■•'<■'■

'-.-■

i-y

r ,■..-..:

.-:.-* ;;:-■■.■■._■;..

In respect of the limitation'.of reguiatory bodies it" is essential

that;epst-s..pf';4Kefficiency should-.:-no.t,- b.o, conceal ed-:by: precipitated, tariff

ad-3Ustm©nts..{. .fublic.>enterprises must ensure---.efficient- operations .before

,,increas.es:.-in-.-tariff s- are allowed*.--,.
76.' 'Treatment of depreciation.

.• -::

, .-..= ..;■ .

■ ! .^

.-■'/».■„;■.

:.o-^-y^

■

"It ".was 'note'd/that profits11 could be

increased" or reduced by ■manipulating: the Ldei)recia'ti6ntrajtes/i
for. safeguards in .this regard was emphasized.

^he^tieed

Manipulation1 may be■'

■prevented whens . as..in-- tW-.UARj. the depreciation rates .ar.e. fixed by the
Central .Auditing Organisation :and-: cannot; be ^changed .without ,i.ts, approval.public-enterprises which-are ..expected -%o op.era.te. on;,a^_..,
ba$is.-;are ;.req_uir:e^ to^provide;-.full

depreciation,--for...replacement

E/CB. 14/463
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of ail

their'assets? depreciation rates are approved both "by the

supervising ministry arid the"'inland revenue department which review
the tax liabilities of various

77.

corporations.

■

.

-

.

. ■■

■.

it was pointed out that ■■public" enterprises which are using commercial

accounting systems' would normally provide for depreciation and the'.

■

adequacy or otherwise of its provision oan be considered, and reported

,,.

on by the external auditors'.under the 'statutory provisions: of the - ,

corporations!
^

A central" auditing organization may be acceptable if -.: :,,■

the a'ccountants are professionally qualified ;and apply commercial standards, and if the auditing organization is not merely an extension-

■.

of the-'government ..audit department, which may not be competent to
review"the depreciation rates,
F.

Financial 'control

. ■

'.
'

78,,,, ..The, nature, of financial p_ont_rgl..

_.....
.

..,;..,,
■.■■■".-■

financial control should, not

.

prevent,.tjip,,flexible operation of the enterprise by insisting on
strictly,goveriimen^ procedures such .as pre-audit procedures or investi
gation., pro.pess.es. like those required in government departments and .
organizations = ;.I:t is not possible to run a commercial

. ■■

type of enter

prise on the basis of pre-audit and pre-approval of details of expendi
ture.

K^J

The type of financial controls appropriate to commercial organiza-

tions are those best Adaptable to public enterprises.-.
79,.. .Internal audit systems.

.'. .,...■■'...., _■■''

Internal audit systems should ensure'that-

■.. checks, and..controls are properly, maintained and that proper procedures ■■
are in force for delegation of authority and division of duties designed
inter alia to. prevent collusion and fraud which would lead to loss
*

of revenue,

80*

External audit_systems^ . External audit should be undertaken in

accordance with..the statutory provisions relating to public enterprises
and the accepted practices of relevant professional bodies9 such as
-those of chartered., or certified accountants or certified public

accountants, as these bodies have rules of procedures designed to suit
the needs of commercial

enterprises*
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81.

Post-audit examinations, must ensure the efficiency of the working

of the, internal audit syste.m as .wellr as ensuring that the enterprises
are operating according to law, ...

.■Q2U-

.

t

.Reports ..prepared and. submit4-^/by the internal audit .section to

the general...manager should be made available to-the external auditors

or, /Where..there, is disagreement "between the internal auditor and the
general manager, ..ther,e should be provision for the internal auditor

^

to raise t^e. issue with the Board and the external auditor should be .:■.._/

able to rcpniment on :.tliQ propriety or otherwise of the internal auditor's
point, oi". view*

83-

....

,

.

.

.

.

If;a hi-gn level controller, or financial adviser;is employed byi;..

:;.;;

the public enterprise he may be expected to .be in, attendance .at.;boar.d-:-,..

meetings or take issues up to the board where he disagrees with the

general manager.

The relationship between the controllers the chief

internal auditor and'the general manager may be;the subject of cdmment*

by the exter'nal auditor in appropriate cases.

The external auditor*s "-■'-■.

repbrV'and the controller's report slibuld not be limited to routine

x"

■■

review' of accounting and'financial matters/"01^ should include a ■careful'

assessment of budget performance or non-fulfilment of budget targets ."■■■
in relation

84.

to

plan

implementation.

Accounting systems.

An essential

:

'

.

. -..

tool of managements the

keeping and rendering of proper accounting records according to the best
practice in either private or public enterprise.

The" best management- ■'

accounting and costing procedures must be used to relate actual accounting

records to budget proposal's so that the budget will be seen as a'means- of control within the organization and of measuring the effectiveness..;".-.'
of the .organization.

85.

The estimated foreign and local costs of running' -the ■ enterprise •■

should'be indicated in the financial plans.

Proper'accounting procedures

should provide for'" efficient custody of funds and the protection of

assets which are the responsibility df the enterprise.

■■■■■-

The accounting''

system should disclose the financial results "of operations.

"

■

" -
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86.

Financial.- reports and performance evaluation.

.

Ho amount, of external

perfprmanc-e.. evaluation can replace effective internal management/

There

is.no satisfactory method? even in. developed, economies, with management'
efficiency audits.

It is widely believed that in1 developing countries

the people with the know-how and experience are in such, short supply
that it would be mpre economical to employ them in running enterprises

than employing theft to evaluate the enterprises.

87.

It is not possible to evaluate performance in the abstract., but

various African Governments' have been attracted by. the new notion of
management, audits as a panacea for "all
prises.

In Nigeria,

the ills of their public enter

the Federal.Government has stated, ■ as an objective

of its new policy for the.management of public enterprises,,

that external

auditors should carry.out.annual management audits of the operations of
all public enterprisesj but the majority of professional accountants
who audit government accounts have submitted a memorandum to the Govern
ment to point out that they do not have the resources to carry out the
type,,of management audits required by the Government.

They also felt

that the disruption'to the normal working of the corporations which
such audits would entail

cannot be justified by any resultant improve

ments in the operations of the corporation.

88.

The participants agreed with the findings of the United Nations

Document on ."Organization and Administration of Public Enterprises"

(ST/TAO/i.v'36-)'as follows

'

"'■-

"

'

\

"\ '[

■

"The -"basic concept of annual and'institutionalized efficiency
audits raises serious' 'questions.
Central audit agencies of

1 this ^ype find it difficult to attract and retain the highly

trained and specialized personnel with the competence to..
evaluate/management. "This1 problem is particularly aggravated
in countries where, managerial talent is in short supply.
Unless
conducted by individuals with outstanding and recognized
professional qualificatibnsy efficiency auditscan degenerate
easily into petty fault-find,ing and"second-guessing. 'At'worst,-

'they can discourage managerial initiative and encourage bureau
cratic

"buck-passing"."

'

•

:'

,

.
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'

,|9.... Ho|jeve^;the.dif^cult^of geivting external bodies to ; under.take-"
efficienfaiidi-ting does, not remove.the, necessity for .performance

> '

analyses, .bull *,. into .the repor ting-.procedures of the various- enterprises.
The. following .procedures, may "be of use;

;- ■■■ ■■: '

■ ;-

■-

":,..

■

.;■ ■ ■ :

■ ■ '

"(fl). An-internal -system of control could.be established including,

■■

;

. , e.g. ^measuring costs .against performance and measuring

productivity either in terms of scientifically designed
standards or against'past performances..

■

■■

.

.:

•

■

.

'(:2)- Comparisons of expenditure on selected, goods and services

....

„

■'■■■"

■■

-

in similar enterprises could be ;jade and budget estimates
earmarked against the various enterprises- . Performance . analyses of groups of public enterprises with comparable .

.

functions could, also be made-.

.

-

(3) '.-A detailed classification of expenditure and costs could be

, -.

...prepared,

to enable effective cost-control tb' be undertaken

by the use of standard costing.

■■ •

(4>

■- .

The ratio of"supervisors to operatives in the organization

snould ber kept .under review and variations in the value-of
wages and overtime, the rate orabsenteeism and contracts and-.
payments'for services at different" levels of operation should
be .analysed- -_■.

(5)

.

,

.

...

.■; "

,■

■

;

- -.,

,

_

.."■

;

A careful and regular reviewof inventory levels'"for materials
and finished products should Tpe. established.. ..;,

'", U
{b)

/

The "principle of exceptions"

could then be used and variances from norms as set up within
"tke organization carefully analysed. ■ ■■
-■■■.-.■

■' ■ ''
'
■■■■■-;
■
' Meaningful,mpnthlyp. quarterly .and:annual reports should-:be:-

prepared and a carefully built-up performance evaluation ' '■
should be made based on different levels of achievements,
which must be related to the_goals.and objectives of the
/enterprise. : Performance data may .include .an analysis of- .

.co;st of production^ relation of overhead charges "and their

• -growth to the levels of sales or of expenditure. ' It is ■
important to ensure that "correct -evaluation standards are

■

■■■■_■

setj as wrong yardsticks may .mislead and create false

impressions.
The monthly reports should be utilized -,. .-'
principally as. a tool for. management.,, while quarterly and/
or annual1 repofts should be addressed to Boards of. Directors and the responsible Ministers .and supervising .authori

ties. It is essen'tial that the reports should be co
ordinated both-horizontally and vertically and should be
made available.as appropriate to the auditors for comments.
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. ■ (t)

The'government should clearly: indicate' to. the external
auditors, the

type of reports and information,which they

require to'ensure a full coverage of'normal auditing and

:.

G.

90/

■budget

achievement analysis.-

.

.

;

.

.

-

Implementation of projects - programming^

co-ordination,

manpower.. development. and training.

.

■

super-vision,

A public'enterprise may be organized.as (l) a government'department

or bureaus(2) a commercial company whose shares are owned in whole

or in part by the government, (3) a,'public corporation chartered tj
special legislative-actss of (4) a special form of organization exempli
fied by holding Companies s development banks and corporations.
91.

The^structure should be geared as closely as possible to the

purposes which the enterprisers to fulfil.

Too often the choice "of

organizational form is haphazard and is "the result of historical accident
rather than of an analysis of the functions and needs of the enterprise.
92. . The requirement for9

control,

and degree of,

central co-ordination and

should depend upon the functions it performs. . In practice, . '..

in most African countries

the relationships

to the.^ central control

agencies are more likely to be influenced by legal forms than by.the
functions performed ~bj an enterprise or its operating requirements.
Enterprises which are not revenue producing and which muqt.rely on the
government for financing are necessarily the most subject to
93»

Integration and central, direction are

essential

in order

control.
to .

ensure close co-ordination of enterprise objectives with basic national
development objectives and with inter-dependent government programmes

especially in respect of public utilities and strategic industries.

Go-ordination and evaluation of financial'requirements (local or
foreign) are a means of achieving this co-ordination.
94-

Considerable attention was given to

responsible minister and a public
minister is

the relationships between the-

enterprise.

It was noted that if a

to represent an enterprise1 effectively in the cabinet and .

defend it before the Parliament^ he must be kept fully informed and

i
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, have the power.to give it directives based on national policy.

On the

other hand, a minister should abstain from interference in day-to-day
operations since he has neither the time nor the perspective to act as
an enterprise manager.

95•

In some cases, the minister serves as a board chairman,...Taut this

practice is not uniform among the African countries represented at the

Seminar..

After experimenting with part-time board chairmen appointed

from among the members of the public,

full-time executive :chairmen.

the trend in Zambia is towards

The executive chairman is responsible^.

for external enterprise relationships,

■

the general manager for internal

operations.

96.

Where there is a responsible minister, he generally nominates the

board members.. There may be ex-officio board members representing the'

minister or, as in Zambia, the Permanent Secretary-

In many of the

countries the Ministry of Finance and/or the'Ministry of Development
is also represented.' "While there was some debate about the desirability

of having representation from the Ministry of Finance,
of opinion was that, 'on balance,

the consensus

such representation in African- countries

is useful.and provides the enterprise with a "friend in court".1

■

The

Ministry of Finance ;is likely to dominate the board only when an
enterprise is not financially self-supporting.

97 •

Conflicts have occurred between general managers and civil servants,

particularly in- countries where most' of the board members are'civil
servants without business

98.

experience...

■

'

■

'

'

Intermediate supervisory levels are used in the United Arab Republic

and in Ethiopia.

Under each ministry in the UAE,

enterprises engaged

in similar activities are grouped together under an "organization" for
purposes of control.

There may be several

the control of a "minister.

such "organizations, under

In Ethiopia,.-public enterprises may "be

controlled indirectly through financial intermediaries such as the
Development Bank or the Investment Corporation rather than directly by
the Government.

The Minister of Finance is only represented on the-

"TPW'I*
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"board of -the intermediaries*
are "under a

In

the Cameroon

commissioner who also represents

the public
the Federal

enterprises
Government on

the.Board of Directors.
99-

Within any

public

countrys

enterprises will

structure and partly on
is adopted*,, emphasis

the

system for

supervision and .control' of

depend partly on the ljgal
political

and social

should "be on- the

controls not on controls for

factors,

objectives

Whatever, system

to "be achieved "by the

their own sake*

100. ; There .was,, general agreement, that public
management of projects was entrusted must
planning for the

and constitutional

enterprises

te which the

engage in administrative

co-ordination and supervision of

the implementation-of

"the projects, including their physical and financial aspects.
was called to

the .many

oases in which several

'..

Attention .

public enterprises,were,

in greater or smaller measure, involved in the implementation, of a

single'project (e»g.? in the construction of roads, land reclamation,
housihg3 and the provision of other public utilities for industrial,

projects).arid'at all
of a; public

Bnphasis was laid on the need for co-ordination at all levels
stages of implementation, and also the need for 'supervision
enterprise responsible for.implementation in the same way

as-if-a private firm-were the contractor—executing agency.
'

■.■.-..

101. It was considered necessary that sub-projects should be identified

and spelled out in agreement with the planning authorityo.

It .is..necessary

to plan the implementation of sub-pro jects$- including their timings .with
a proper regard to

102.

their interrelationships.

Proper- feasibility studies*

the planning1 stage,

to ascertain viability9 undertaken at

can be very useful

the implementation stage.-

for supervision and .contrpJL at

Bad surveys lead to increased costs...

Reports

should be made on the performance of consultants and construction

engineers as well as on the'progress of implementation" of the project
itsela"5 nationals of the country should be trained to appraise projects
and:-not-leav^'such matters' wholly in the hands'of expatriate construction

firms and consultants.

: '

■

.
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103. In order to "minimize the costs of future maintenance and repair,
it.xs necessary to ensure strict control at the construction stage.

■
It

is advisable for developing countries to select machines,, equipment and
systems which have teen well tried and tested - "prototype" projects
almost always involve increased costs and delays.

104. Modem control techniques such as PERT (programme evaluation and

review techniques), Critical Path, Operations Research, Organization
and Methods, etcn? should "be used whenever they would "be of assistance,

but it is. equally necessary to have trained and experienced managerial,
and supervisory staff in the public enterprises who can control and
direct the execution of the projects.,

;

105. It was pointed out that serious financial and material losses can
result for the public corporations and for the country as a whole due to
non-fulfilment of targets within the specified period or at the planned
time-

Other projects and sub-projects can be delayed; the labour force

may. be unemployed or underemployed^ interest must be paid on capital

which is not being utilized (or fully utilized)? etc.

In Order to

avoid such delays, attention must be paid to improving the behaviour of

individuals in the enterprise (e.g., time-keeping, diligence, etc.).

106* It was pointed out that when an expatriate group had been.responsible
for planning a project, local commitment to its implementation was often
lacking - it is therefore important to involve those who will be
responsible for the execution., operation and maintenance of a project
in

the planning process-,

107. Belays and failures in communication are a common cause of delay
in execution of projects.

The communication system vertically and

horizontally in any public enterprise needs, therefore, to be reviewed
and adjusted constantly to maintain its efficiency.

108. Plans are often too sophisticated in relation to the statistical
and other available data.

Forecasts are often not accurate or not

available^ plans are sometimes very loose and need continuous, revision?
control of implementation is often very loose.
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109. It was agreed that a public enterprise^ in preparing its development
plan,

.

should consult fully with the government in order to ascertain

its priorities and to gear .the enterprise's plan as far as possible to
these priori ties*

110. In order to ensure the success of a project.when the constructionis completed, during both the planning and construction stages -steps

should be taken to ensure the necessary co-ordination with other agencies
and, departments who will be responsible for providing the necessary

'.

infrastructural services as well as with the private sector which will
/<>

be responsible with supplying raw materials for production purposes.Training personnel to operate the.plant, distributing the products of
the project and controlling the importation of competing products should
also be carefully co-ordinated*

...

111. It.was also felt that befors a project is launched, some broad
guidelines should be established, ~by_ those in authority, for the. regula
tion of such matters as its financial and personnel administration and

the procedure governing the purchase of raw materials and the sale of
the products.

This is necessary not only to avoid wastage and excessive

expenditure on redundant staff, but it facilitates the task of those who
are responsible for inspection and supervision and reduces the element

of personal frictions which may arise from a feeling that.a supervisor
is being unnecessarily strict or bopsy in insisting on the adherence to
certain rules and procedures*

112. At the planning stage,

there is need for co-ordination with other

enterprises in :the country which are producing the same type of, or

similar, products in order to ensure that, having regard to the existing
and planned expansion of plant capacities, the new plant is designed
to fill the gap in the effective demand for the products.

J13-.Stress was laid on the proper training of both -the operational1 and
main-tenance staff before, the project is launched,; . Examples were given

of projects which were facing.management problems because of inadequately
trained staff.

It was also emphasized that maintenance staff should ,be

'

ir inn 11
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trained (before the.commencement of the project) in the factories
manufacturing the major equipment

tc be used by the new project

It

was pointed out that plant and equipment oould deteriorate rapidly because
of poor maintenance.

114. While the need for defining the relationship between the Board of
Directors and the general'manager was appreciated^ if was felt that
■/there, should be some degree of'flexibility in this in order to allow

for the maximum utilization of the talents of all concerned.

In the

same manner, an opinion was expressed that'in'the early stages of a
country1s development,.when most of the subordinate staff of a public
enterprise are still being" educated on the political and social implica

tions of the government's development programmesj the general manager
of a public enterprise should not over-delegate his powers to his
subordinate staff in politically sensitive spheres of his functions.

115- The general manager should, however, be in constant touch with his
subordinates through regular staff meetings and through informal
discussion of their management and production problems.,

116. For efficient co-ordination and supervision there should be a system
of regular reporting, at every ctep of the lua-.&gementand production
ladders in the enterprise-

The methodology for reporting should be

precise both as to format and training in order to ensure that the

.

reports throw the searchlight on potential problem areas of the enterprise early enough for then; to "be nipped in the bud.

Two-way communica

tion from top to bottom and vice versa" is a "sine qua'non" to effective
supervision and co-ordination-which is so essential to the successful
achievement of the production goals of the enterprise,

.

.

J

117- It was agreed that where the establishment of a large project
like an iron and steel mill has necessitated the setting up of a number

of subsidiary-economic and social services such as roads and electricity9
for efficient co-ordination the planning and execution of such projects
might be the responsibility of one organisation.

■,

■
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118.Furthermore1, where a'project is very large,

the phases of execution

should'be-clearly set out In the construction contracts in order to'avoid
serious

delays--

III.

':

■

■

....

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION IN THE FRMCH-SPEAKIKG GROUP

A.

The

problem 'of public

119.

In Africa,

direct

ment has led ito

the

enterprise in Africa

State intervention in social and 'economic

develop

existence of a growing number .pf- public enterprises

set up for various reason's.-

It was not long beifrire these establishments?

' . ■ ■
■
.
.
■' ■
■'
■ ■ ■ "4 ',■■-■■■.'
quite apart from.the economic or political options that,might account for
their

existence,

State action

ito

came to be regarded as; the essential instruments for
promote

growth and development.

.

120. It was.apt', long either .before dis:concerting problems, began to appear.

Although^ by knd large, public enterprises secured their*basic objectives,
in that' they [provided an economic structure for sovereign nations and could
frequently claim

to have

succeeded'technically*

caused the. public, authorities growing concern*

there was a feature which

Quite, of ten,, the cost

of public: enterprises soared out of all proportion to- the services
rendered.

..Thus., they absorbed a growing percentage of public .resources

and prp'duced "uneconomic ■ effects ^y limiting productive investment
possibilities!.... Moreover,

their indiscriminate proliferation; created a

multiform public-sector'which it was difficult to fit rationally into

development/ppiicy? the essential feature of which is that it should be
dynamic;

'■'■.■

" ■

■'

.■■■'"'■

■■

■■ :

-

i

121.

Studies undertaken to assist governments in finding a-solution to

this serious problem^
complementaryij

pinpointed two factors which-were basic and

though different.

First,,

.r . ■

there was, the. need to. administer

public, enterprises through,, strictly modern methods and techniques of
i

management and,., secondlyy

-

.

.

■

■

-

....

,

- , .

the necessity .to determine a. clear policy of

how such machinery was to. be ..used. In a framework of .planned developmemt..

.
..
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122. Thes.e. problems were successfully tackled a.t the Bizerta and-Mauritius
Seminars which also increased,the amount of data.on the problem and
introduced1 three ideas which could, make a handsome contribution -to the
views held on the role of public enterprises.

(l)

,

Public enterprises regarded as entities made up of. more':

or less independent units appear to provide a. planned-,
\ :
economy with a coherent system' without which it could .' ■
t
"
\ I \

■(2)

Economic, intervention by "the Stater which is essentially

"backed up by public enterprises, is how'a .permanent
feature of sovereign nations..
Whether for devising a

particular legal code or changing, the socio-economic

.
- ■

.. , .

. ■

; . ;.(3)

...

•

balance, for raising funds or accumulating capital-, man-.:.

. .

directing the proper use of ill-administered resources.,
the State has always had a tendency to a.s_sert the parambuntcy.of its political over its economic functions; "
"
.In, other wordss..i_t. has tended to ensure, tha.t. it .maintains
control of the instruments of its economic .functions. ■;
..

"

power and the required initiative for production .or for

Irrespective of the; fluctuations affecting the' public \

sec-tors of different nations, the State, seems likely to .
pl&y;-an increasingly active part in the implementation

■

■■"

-

■ They ai-e hot necessarily a paying economic

-

.

.

.

■

.

.^

■;.-■'

'

'

^^

.-.■ , . .- .■ ,

policy of use and the legal character of public enter™
prises.
It therefore follows that the problem of public'
enterprises will become increasingly complex as time goes
on, and a close watch will have to be kept on their
development.

...

■

prospect from -the word "go" although their ..advantage .to
the nation may be unquestionable and, therefcre.j cannot. , ,
be left to private initiative.
A change will occur only

through. State intervention, in--other, words, through .a

^^

■

-. ...

of necessary projects. .The reason is .that such-projects :"..-./
involve heavy financial outlay; and entail technical dif-.^

ficulties.

f^

' :

v.J

,

.

..

./

123. In the opinion of the group5 the Bizerta (studies on the administration of'public enterprises) and Mauritius Seminars (the role of public

'

enterprise in planning) have widened the range of data on the problem
and brought such data into the context of'the African economies*

In'"

addition, they have proved to be complementary and have provided a
logical basis for public sector activities, if these are to make an
essential contribution to the development of the African regionQ

'"

'

' '

"

*
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B.

Analysis of the purposes and objectives of public enterprises

124.. On the attainment of independence, most of the newly established
African States were faced with economic problems for which quick solu
tions had to be found.,

They, had to produce economic agents who could

promote a national" policy of social and economic development* further,

there was the need to plan certain key sectors for the nation's future
economic and social

development.

I25. Consequently, the newly independent African States felt the need
to resort to public /enterprises to satisfy their immediate requirements,

W

■

organize, or reorganize their .economy, secure integrated development and
lay. >he physical foundations for economic independence.

,

126.; Experience has shown that whenever the. need.arose for active, Stat.e

intervention^ this took the form of public enterprises in. the basic economic
and social fields of energy, transport, industry, currency and. credit,, ,

agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, fishing, trade, housing,, and ,

handicraft, etc.

This was done through political processes when the State

had no intention of allowing private enterprise to share in development
(a policy of direction), or when it desired to remove certain sectors.it

considered essential like energy, marketing, transport, etc., from private
enterprises or when private .enterprise failed in a given'field regarded,
as important for development (increasing the number of entrepreneurs and
w

the prospects of profitability)! or when the private sector did not exhibit
sufficient flexibility'and understanding, and was somewhat reluctant to

accept the sites proposed for ,physical development, or refused to lower

tariffs and make trading conditions flexible (in such cases, a change

of heart might be produced by competition with a State-owned society.)?
or when there was .the need to secure a certain degree of independence and
all-round action, etc.,, which could not well be provided through the usual
administrative, channels.

-

-....-,.

12?* Participants also noted.that African States had used public enter
prises as a productive system, subject in principle to the rules of the
market,

the aim being to supply the national economy with the necessary

.

31/CBJ.^Q^

goods ;and^seryicess;. as.^an. economic .system, itself oriented and making

for orientation, its aims "being to provide what was necessary for the

economy arid "for1' th'e m6tlernizat.ibn-. of '/lie ■■produc-fcive" system "as regards

:;

compl ementai'ity, coherence,, geh'erar'balance,' inUudementsj e'tc... i'as':

a support system 'for Sta'ie intervention "(price and'wages policy, 'transfer
of. r.esources3

etc.")" '

"'

-

--1----

■

■■■

-- .

-■-

■

v--

i .

■ .:J,

.

■

,-.

v

:

:-. .

■' o ■ j

128. In considering the above data3 the group h.eld; the, view that.,the ..
establishment of public enterprises satisfied a practical need of develop

ing; co'uniries, ;w]iiGh-';mus:tVorganiz.e their economic s£ace'i?y providing '"'■ • '
national economic agents to carry' out .iihe economic'decisions'of sovereign

.nations.

Public enterprises, generally^performed this'task and were

^^

''

K^

playing an increasingly important part in' the African'" economies. ' This'
implied'-tha^ governments' should pay the: .greatest--attention to; .public.,?■,.. .
-■'■'- 'enterprises and-make-' them effective; instruments for; economic 'and> social
development. ;■.•■:.-'.■.;

■ . ■

■

■

■■■.■.,.•<■■•.;

,-■;„..:■ ■-.:.•■.

,-c

. ■ .

:

.".■,■■;.■■

■; ....

'

■

129. The group therefore came to the conclusion""that it was necessary to
remedy, the defects in the public sector (the analysis made at -tt^'Bi'zbrte

Seminar was approved) by the introduction of strrc't methods arid- techniques
of management and by laying down for each particular" enterprise 'a': poliby

of rational 'use.

Actually, the increasing tasks-"the'pii'blic-sectdr' wWsvr

■; being,.;.ree[uir.ed io perform, niade it necWssary for '"i:t -'to'adhere as' strictly
■

'■■as-. pO-SB'i:tJl;ey ■.tp(,-:the; ii*ul es'--.;pf e£'ficiencyv''3:inpli'ed iii" modern' methods' and

"'"

-n

teGhri%^e;s;..ofj'brganiz'aitibn1 arid m>>i.agemeri:t;' to define/as.'far- as each

'

~~'

particular enterprise was concerned.,' the' purpose and .precise objectives
for giving effect to essential

economic' aims=s

in'other words, .the corre'Ot

, repr.es'en'tation of overall macro-economic stimuli in terms of 'micrd^economic
decisions^

"

■"-

to promote "the 'establishment of public 'State enterprises'of"a

mixed and inter-State'character, whenever" necessary 9" to'enable the' '

""

political authority responsible for the "nation's future-"to hold kh'e" Veins
of the econoray9 and thus select a. line of action which would W'genuinely
natiohaly as-far-as 'thfe development- of ^individual -.countries- was concerned.

■

*.
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C.

Participation of public enterprises in national and regional plan
' ' Preparation ■

-

■

'■■'

■

130. Any1 examination of the problems of planned development, reveals the

fact that enterprises (public as well as private) are the essential units
of the. economy.:

Their task is to use labour,

material and capital for

the production of consumer goods and services/

These enterprises are in

fact, the economic machinery lying midway between'the policy-making bodies
and propulsive, forces of the economy.,

in other wordss

nation's, potential; -the users or simply the nation,,
.

.given.economic

'131-

•

■

space.

the

State,

the

organised within a

■

..'..■

These enterprises therefore perform an economic.function.

The State

is responsible for establishments? in other wordss its task is to define
the social goals of economic activity and "organise these activities to
achieve-these ends.

To do so; the development plan which, is an instrument

'for producing a conscious change in the socio-economic structures and the
market,

uses enterprises as an essential operational

must-be

taken of the economic role of public enterprises and the growing

■importance of the tasks assigned them.

■follows*

These3

channel in which account :-

among other things^ are as

to make the'State master of its production machinery;' to fit

development into an interlocking process, and open up possibilities for
forward and backward links in the' sectors of enterprises
:

■

to secure a
■

reasoned policy of physical

development,

■

-

.-

regional as well as multinational

(plurx-natlon&l enterprises like the State-owned Abidjan-Niger railway)§
to facilitate the use of co-operatives or national entrepreneursi 'to
release new employment possibilities and accumulate funds for the country's
economic development.

Action should be taken,

bearing in mind the

universally accepted need for planned 'economic and social

. .

development which

implies the co-ordination of plans for enterprises (both public and private)
with the nation's economic activities? nor should the difficulty be over
looked of integrating the activity plans of private enterprises whose

decision-making bodies often lie outside the plan objectives; ands
to the nature of suoh enterprises and their final

owing

targetss of seeing to it

that they accept the complex oriented type of co-ordination implied in
plan development,

etc-
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132. Once this is .done.,, public enterprises can be seen- as the cardinal
institution in a planned, developing economy, the "basic unit where the
macro-economic objectives of the plan'can be given practical effeat at.
the micro-economic level.

133- This, means that apart from the conditions previously laid down
as regards their purpose.and objectives, public enterprises■should be
regarded, as indeed they were by the participants at the. Bizerta Seminar,

as "the privileged instrument^ for achieving the plan objectives"? that,

governments.and senior officials responsible for planning.should be aware

of this and draw the necessary conclusions? that practical problems-arising
from the participation of public enterprises in plan preparation and
implementation should be studied.,

134. As regards the last point, emphasis was placed on the importance of
the following problems; public enterprises should make an accurate assess
ment, of their possibilities and, on this basis, governments-should determine

their functions and give them clearly-defined objectives? public enterprises
should be usefully consulted when objectives are.being determined, and also
when a decision is. taken on the subject of planning measures? they should be

supplied with machinery for management, information, administration, finance,
supervision and adjustment, which would fit them for use in a planned economy;

they should.also provide a coherent network of operational units whose
.activities could-be rationally programmed,

J)'

Fitting -public enterprises into the administrative and general planning
system

'

■

■

'

'

'

■

135. After defining the purposes and objectives of public enterprises .and
studying the problems relating to the participation of public enterprises

in the preparation and implementation of plans and development programmes, ■
the group noted that it was absolutely necessary to give a definition of
the way in which public enterprises could and should be fitted into the
administrative and general planning system*

l/ The term "privileged instrument'* was used'by the participants at the

Bizerta .Seminar in the sense of the-"best" or "most efficient" instrument,
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136..

Two. points were noted.

In the majority of cases, because of the

urgent problems to be solved byr the nearly independent States, public
enterprises were generally established either before plan preparation,.
or independently of .any overall development policy-

Later,

there were

many instances when public enterprises were established to meet the
requirements of individual

States, as their economies developed.

.

137, It would seem that most of the States did not- then have-;.any overall

policy.for setting up a co-ordinated public sector, but merely met their
needs, as tiiey occurred piecemeal.
/k*^

Nor was any attention given to the ne,ed

for fitting this sector rationally into the" administrative" systeto.
138.

The group analysed this position and expressed the view that close

co-ordination between the various sections of the economic machinery vas

necessary to meet the very necessary obligation of planning.

As regards

public enterprises, note was taken of their structural links with public
administration

their operational. link;s with planning and their economic

links with marketing.

Consequently?

there was every need to attract the

attention of governments to this problem, upon the solution of which'the

•

operational value of the public sector, in other words, its efficiency
would largely"depend.
:

following pointss

The group9

therefore,

tried to'emphasise the

whenever there was any intention of setting up a

■ ' ,

public enterprises a number of studies should be'carried out on' the
f"s

expediency'of the' project, from the operational and economic standpoints^
v

the possibilities particularly as regards staff and resources or means,

profitability, various consequences, etc.

Emphasis was also placed on

the need to provide efficient support for links between public enterprises

■ and the supervisory organizations;
.
*

-

the ministry of finance?
physical development;

the ministry or central planning bodies;

the ministry responsible for infrastructure and

the regional and looal authorities,

particularly

the bodies- responsible for regional planning and development; the.,organiza

tions responsible-for technical and economic information! the, ministries
or bodies responsible for commercial matters; other public enterprises.to
co-ordinate activities at the national,

sectoral, regional and local levels?

E/CN.14/463 '
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the units responsible for professional training; bodies responsible for

promoting the production of national .■entrepreneurs! the.co-operative
sector^

the private enterprises in the given' sector or branch.

It was

necessary also to have specialized organizations, "like departments or

institutes for organization and management,

to provide a "rational' sch'e'ine

for the establishment" of public enterprises and ensure'that they are fitted
intb. the administrative' system,

. E»

Management of development pro.jects

.

■

■ ,

.

'

-

-.- ■

.

'.

;l

'■

'

.

.

'

139- In ,.tjie.developing countries, the small, number of economic agents,

lack of economic co-ordination, the very nature of the private sector,

wl

real or potential, (very often foreign) imply that the public sector
should be responsible for carrying out basic projects in the primary as
well as the secondary and tertiary sectors.

(The term "public sector"

is'used'to denote all public enterprises and not merely the: administrative
departments which are unsuitable for certain production'tasks).
140.

^hev_projects considered.by the group represent unitary, homogeneous

types, of,integrated operation for achieving set objectives-

They are

design.ed to give practical operational effect to plan objectives by.
assigning definite localities■to them and dating them,
representing the ..practical

their implementation

phase of plan implementation.

Consequently,

it was. thought that, the central planning organ should define projects

_

^,

(project.identification unit)§ fit them into programmes (programming unit)$

^

determine and,evaluate them (project sheets)? assign them to economic,
agentsj, and here public enterprises would be given priority|
.them with ;a

time schedule for implementation,

standards and a control

for the.various aspects of the planned objectives?,

and financial*

...,....,.

and provide

.

human, social,

plan

economic

......

141« 'I^ enable public enterprises to deal effectively with development
projects^

ning body-.

these should be'associated'with.activities of the:central plan

Consequently,

they should be. capable of intervening to advantage

when economic options1 as~ between projects are being determined'? where -■■■
technical

specifications in the matter of the projects to be implemented

are concerned;

programming the time schedule?

providing the necessary

.

*
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resources

for implementation at

necessary planning measures.
economic and technical

programming,

They should also

informations

information into account^

*

the right moment,,

should take such

administration*,

supervision and adjustment, are concerned^

plan?

size of the plans to be implemented.,
.*.

.

particularly as regards ,
time schedule.,

:

standards

They should also be provided with a. flexible

procedure for adjustment which would make it feasible to

initial operation planT if -necessary*- ■■'■- "

■

correct the

'

F.

Financing public enterprises ■-■''■■

142.

On.the problem of the financing.of public enterprises?

three observa

tions attracted the groupTs attentions

(l)

■

particularly where machinery for management^.

of quality and prime costs

i

.,

have available the necessary

their organization

they should be provided with a control
the physical

and preparing the

.

,

The State seldom uses less than.,40- per cent and very often
.

more of

its GDP.

,

■

.

-■

(.2) ,.It invests in the basic productive sectors upon which develop*- ■ '
ment depends.

.

.

•

.-".,-

(.3)' Public .enterprises upon whose importance for economic
development great

emphasis was

placed,

"percentage of the'public resources and this

problems:
,-s

-^y

;■:.'■-

"

..

raises

■

■

,., (b)

■-.,,.■

three

■

" ■

"v

■"■■' '

■■■■■,

Limiting unproductive, expend!tures in- other words* ■
reducing

:

w

the

deficits recorded by a

large number, of

■

public enterprises^

(c)

Devising efficient methods of development'financing
through.public

143-

,;•

;-(a)- -Organizing the rational use of public- resources5- . -

...

-

' -

absorb a growing

enterprises.

■
■

The financing of public enterprises was

essential aspect of

development financing.

..

■

■■

therefore regarded as an
The group studied the

following aspects of this problem and put forward the relevant recommenda

tions on the need to

establish the exact cost of'public enterprise opera

tions)- category by category,

subsidiesj

and instead of using the method of global

reorganize the finance supplied'by the'State in the form of

Page 44

reimbursements or credits for each operation identified as a State

intervention? on the economic'impact'of State intervention (transfer

. "

■ of resources, tariff subsidies, etc.), effected-through public enterprises?
the need to- reorganize public enterprise budget systems? the.need.to
provide public enterprises;with adequate powers to administer their.; finances

lnd?^ndently "*?* ^ake; financing 'methods more'flexible, ,and^ the /use.-of

■

public enterprises for development financing and the mobilization.of .'
savings." ■

G*

'

,

,

...........

Public enterprises^, physical and regional development -

,: .-,-

.'■ - -

144. The group was of ..the opinion that ■physical-a,nd!regio;nal-development
are the mainsprings of development, designed to give practical effect to

the essential preoccupations of the various populations on an integrated
basis.

.

For instance, it considered that governments should define a

policy of: physical ''development and of regional development .'programmesgeared to the country's economic policy, its possibilities and its
prospects-for-future development.'

Such "a policy should take account of

problems of developing the national (economic) space as well as'problems
arising from the need to secure-inter-State regional" development' (sub-1regional agreements* .river., basin, development, ..etc...) ?■ the. resources or
means available for implementing such a policy should be defined. :

145. In the opinion of -r tWgr'oup'-, public -enterprise was, from the opera

tional standpoint, the'privileged- instrument'"for'::imprenienting the policy
of physical arid'regional development. In actual- fact, the ideas with
which private., en^rprise^is primarily, concerned tend to ..frighten.dt away

from any action based on the principle 'of regional-deveiopment.

■

Besides,

physical development, can. be achieved only, .by the State, -since-.this type
of development is "by its, very nature, non-profit-earning.- .-F-urther,- private enterprises, are ..usually channelled into : specialised- activiti.es ,w.hich,.do ,.: ■■,...■.
not correspond with the ■ultimate ..goals, of regional;, development.-.-

On the. br

other hand,, public, .enterprises rcan .be directed .into regional, development. ■ :,■

designed to correct glaring .imbalances..

What is, more-,-public-.-enterprise,. ■•:■■".

2/CN. 14/463
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by.its very nature",

can .take the form of a development enterprise and

be equipped with the necessary all-round competencies (the need to
co-or.dinate -a. number, of well-timed acts; into'an overall, plan integrating

all problems?

etc. . o .)•.;■.

finance., the pooling of resources for operational' purposesP

\.

■

'

■ ■'

'

'

'

146. After considering the role of public enterprise as a privileged
instrument "for regional development.,

the. group drew attention to a number

of points- . It noted that regional development was based on, the establishment of pivots of growth conveniently, situated and interdependent.

Although

it was impossible to secure the -simultaneous establishment of all the
necessary /pivots-of growth, it was unthinkable that the spontaneous process

which led to various kinds of imbalance (the exodus from the rural areas.,.,
parasitical forms of urbanization etc.- ...) should be allowed to continue,
unchecked.

The gbvernment should intervene without necessarily adopting ■-

as its criterion-" the" principle" of" equal siting between regions, as this

could produce uneconomic results.

. :

This was why the necessary use of public

enterprises as far as regional development was concerned implied the
prior definition of an enlightened physical and regional development
policy and the adoption of a.set of measures,

147-

--■-.,'■ ■'■','■

The.se considerations were embodied In a recommendation addressed

to individual governments.

H.

.

■

.

.

- .

.

Economic and technical data on public enterprises

.

148. After studying problems arising from the supply of economic and
technical

data

to public enterprises as well as the problems of develop

ment research in the interest of such enterprises,
following commentss

,(.l)

■

.

.

'

.

.

.

the group made
■

.

■

the

■

■

Public enterprises should have available to "them selected
and actualized economic information,

in order.to substitute

for an unco-ordinated short-term type of administration.

an administration based on projections, making it possible
for enterprises to face the.complex decisions necessary. ...
. , Generally speaking^ .this information is inadequate both as

regards environment.(especially the market) and results
(implementation of ohjectives).

.
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■
■
;

(2)
,

:

Indeed, in most cases public enterprises have no services

.

enabling them to make investigations that-are necessary for

,

■

the data collected by administrative departments3 ..public. >■■'-.
.enterprises,, .private enterprises, and organizations that
■'■

.

un,der,take: .studies (particularly those working'for- planning
bodies )v '''■"■
'
'■' ."■■'■:'■
'-

■

'

.

■

' "
'

.

'

...'-."■■"

(3)' -As" regards technical information it would be.necessary for

■■-. directors, of public enterprises to be-in a position "to make - ,
,';..' an exact appraisal of the state of scientific -and technical
.

'
.

research,"evaluate their development and consequences inadvance, be informed of any innovations, etc/ In this matter
'
it was realised that information was inadequate and .that
.
few public enterprises Were in a position to prepare a policy

.

,

.

■.:their activitiesi (especially market studies) 5 .or co-ordinate ...

.-■

,

of development research.

.

.

.

■-.*.-•.

■

.

149.'The'group thought that situation should be rectified as a matter of
urgency.

For this purpose, it put'forward a recommendation defining the

necessary conditions that should/exist as far as information was concerned'
for developing high productivity economy.
I. -

"

'

-

Conclusions

._._

150. After evaluating-the .data on the- problem .of public enterprises',
group came to the conclusions

the- - .-■•

in- the light1 of the experience of the-

,;;

participants and the lessons learnt from the Geneva^. Maerta and Mauritius

Seminars,

that it had taken an unusually long time for the problem to. be

fully examined, because it had always'been dealt with piecemeal.

It was

therefore necessary, as a matter of urgency, io -provide synthetic iriforma-*
tion by way of .a single document (a mahualj for example).
one of evolution,-

The-'real- problem

closely connected with economics ands 'therefore,

tion on it should be actualized ..periodically.

In. many cases,

informa

this problem

might be a subject for inter-State research which implied inter-governmental

collaboration,

further, the ..studies carried out on public enterprises could

be amplified,-. as a ruleS'by..a study on problems of management personnel
for these organizations.
151. In conclusion,

'

.

;

the'group expressed the wish and hope that EGA would

put the findings on public enterprise to good account and enable individual
■governments

problems.

to make use of

the,knowledge gleaned "to

solve

their own

specific

■
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" ''The following recommendations '"arose from discussions in ttie

Formulation off national and regional plans

■1. ~

.

- ^ .

The formulation of goals and objectives in national economics^social.

and. physical development planss Teased on accurately and speedily ■compiled
statistics or the macro-economic decisions included in. the..national plan,
should be made at the political level within the government structure.

;

'Uatibnar plans must take cognizance' of 'development -in' the^ private"1-sector -

'possibly'through some'form o!f "National-Advisory Cbuhci'l ana/or sectoral .
bomniatt.ees.1: '
2.

""""'' '

\"

"

''.'.'

■ ■

" '"'

'

■

v "

.Ideally the.planning process should proceed "from the top down" and

"from the bottom up" and horizontally.

The central planning organization

.should advise on basic goals and should provide1 the criteria to guide the
public enterprises in &s1?.el-oping-tii-e-';6ompon«nt:p^rts:..of the1 .plan.

3.

National'piak-s should'-never be'considered as'straight 'gadketfe'S th-ere

must always be flexibility'^ room for better achievement'.

■■■' "'■"-'

'

^■'i-

■

Defining, of enterprise goa'1-3 and objectives'within'-the'-

nationar'-'Cor' regional)' plan -'
4.

■ ;

In'establishing putllo eritci-p-iys^, gs rernments should, set out clearly

the main''objectives 'for 'their 'establishmen-t, . ' They should distinguish- '■■
between enterprises set up for strategic reasons or to bperate: public
' utilities from those set up for commercial, purposes,.

5. ■

■_...;

v

.

Governments" should 'establish systems 'to-facilitate "close co-f-operation

between budget and planning staff and enable exchange and continuous flow
of information between the planning agency and public- enterprises.

6.

.

Governments should define local norms and standards against which

performance can be

evaluated^

■

'

■.
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7»

*

■

Government and public enterprises

should establish rules for periodic

reporting and for follow-up and assessment of projects.

8.

Public enterprises should make use of the,..local .natural./resources.-:-.1,

and assess

the requirements.,.of

the., country;

they should not.be unduly

influenced by, economic activities undertaken by similar enterprises, .in
other

9*

countries.

Where outside influences, particularly world market prices-, would

be. likely to affect a country!s economy from year

to year9

government '

should take measures to avoid economic disorder resulting from bountiful
and' depression years.
i,0..-: In

the: selection of projects and methods

menjis-.and ^boards of public enterprises
and social needs of the

countrys

are normally desirable when

of implementation,, govern-.

should consider the overall: economic

for exaraples

labour-intensive projects

there are unemployment problems and the

introduction of mechanization may need to be very carefully planneds

phased

and controlled.

■:.-■•..'II*1--

■ ■■

Financing and financial

control

.

....

At- ev.sp.y levels- . national, ministry and public enterprises,, the

budget process should be designed to identify!

.

...-

.

(a). Accomplishments of existing programmes!
.._

(b)

Planned accomplishments, of new programmes?

(c)

Future years*

costs of present decisions.

12*■:.;..Government should make arrangements to. ensure that planners consult
with, public

(a)
;■■

...

enterprises regarding:

The feasibility of projects;

.

■■"•■■■'

'

(b-).--Detailed .estimates of costs under classified items of
expenditure 1

(c)

Material and manpower requirements;

(d)

Potential markets and expected levels of sales..

"

.
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13-

Public enterprises

should not be

expected to

commence projects

.

. -

without,a.firm commitment "by government or the enterprise itself to
provide adequate finance to

complete the

project."

Such arrangements'

should take into account the.most appropriate methods,

ment grant or loan, .government guaranteed loan?

e.g.9

"by govern

by the issue of shares

(preference or ordinary) or debentures14.

.The

15.

.-..

government should apply budgetary and accounting procedures

and regulations appropriate to
tional

■

their tasks

to public enterprises;

tradi

government systems are often inappropriate to business operations.

Public enterprises ..should, consult wi.th -fche Central Planning Agency

with regard to

their capital budgets.

,

Planning agencies should provide

some guidelines but not interfere with detailed management 'of the public
enterprises.

16.

Governments and boards of public, enterprises should give careful

cons i deration to tne balance"'between long-term'and short-term' projects,
and, where possibles

give emphasis to projects which will contribute to

capital ■■■accumulation at &n\early date.

17.

.;.-..-

: .-

Central banks should adopt fiscal and monetary policies conducive

to ^ecohomUc ■growths ■•.■

18.

■

■ '■■■:-

■

'■

"■

: ■

-

"

'■

"

""'■■■

Governments should encourage public "enterprises to conduct their

"business economically and efficiently by allowing them .to reinvest at least
a part o£ their corporate earnings in accordance with the priorities set
forth' in

19.

the national

plan.

■

■

..■■''

..Public, enterprise financial .statements should clearly reflect the

extent 6f subsidy'"from the government or the. amount ..of any losses. incurred
as a result of directives from government to
than'cost-

20.

'■■■■■

. ■

.

.-

■

:

supply services aV less
■

>

-

Government should not demand that services be provided to the

government at Iess':'than cost price unless the consequential losses are
fully reimbursed as subsidies to the various enterprises.

111H11 -
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21.

Government should periodically review the subsidies and other

protections' granted to public enterprises with a view to determining their continuance or relevance.

22.

-

'
.

Government should provide independent review of prices1 and approval

of tariffs where public enterprises are natural or statutory monopolies
or quasi—monopolies-

23-

Public enterprises

ensures internal

"

24-

should maintain an internal audit system which

checks and controls.

" '■"■ ■-" '

"■* ■

■

"

-

'

Unless otherwise provided by law,

"

.

-

■

■■'

'

''■■■"■ :

public enterprises should provide

for independent post-audits by qualified accountants.
25.

Public

enterprises, should ensure that their accounting systems provide

the financial

data and costing for

.budgets for budgeting control

the

comparison of performances against

and performance

evaluation*

'■ ^fflplenieri.tation of projects - programming,

■ .26.

.

■

- ■ = .■

■

.-■.

co-ordination,

....

supervision

Public enterprises should-devise suitable systems for internal ...

performance ..evaluation)

(a)

including:

...

.

..

■..■■.

<■ -:

Comparison of standard or projected costs against performance?

(:b) ■ Ha %iros" of -supervisors to operatives;

■"■ "■

■■

. .

,

' ■

(c)

Rates of absenteeisms etc.?

(d)

Standards of productivitys costs of production and inventory.

■
.: : '

levels?

(e)
'

.''■■'''• ■

. ■

(f)

Periodic reports which reflect performance evaluation of the
goals and objectives-of the'enterprise and-an'relation to

-national., plans 1 , " ...

.

-■.•.,,.■.

-,.

.

-

. .:.

. ' ,

..

Establishment of efficient standards against which performance ■"
may be measured.

Machinery...should-be. instituted to

ensure ,j;hat when recoffimendations-are

made for improvement in organisation,
techniques,

administration,, methods or

they are properly and speedily considered,

made on them and3 ,when they are adopted,

decisions are

that they are implemented.
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Caution should,,

however,

"be exercised "by

the developing countries of

Africa in introducing annual and institutionalized management audits

before'fully trained and experienced personnel.are available
.

.

.

to under

take

such tasks.

.

27-

Managers of public enterprises should ensure that systems for

communication both vertically..and horizontally between

the different -

departments and units of an enterprise are set up and constantly reviewed,

to avoid delay, in implementation of projeots.

28.

Boards and managers of. public enterprises should ensure that Glosely

related projects are properly co-ordinated.
to place them under the overall
a

It will often be appropriate

control of.one management to ensure that

proper ^schedule, of priorities is maintained.

operating in the

same field should collaborate

Public
to

research and technological ..development .includingj

enterprises. "■■..■

establish centres of

where, appropriate?

planning and design departments.
29.

Controls should not be allowed to interfere with the functioning,

of commercial, public

enterprises?

although the responsible minister or

supervisory authority must be kept informed of. the activities of. a
project,
tions'.

they

should refrain from interference in

Whatever

system is

adopted,

emphasis

the

day to

should be on

:.

day opera

the achievement

of objectives and control must not be imposed for control's sake.
30.

Boards and managers of public enterprises

should ensure that systems

of working are adopted which incorporate up-to-date methods and sound

technical,

industrial and commercial practices including those recognized

and adopted by comparable undertakings in the private sector.
■ 31*

Boards and managers of public enterprises are advised against, becoming

"guinea-pigs" for prototype machines,
leads

to delays,

equipment and systems;

disappointments and expenses to

afford them's, well-tried and proved machines,
usually more appropriate

this usually

economies that can ill

equipment and systems are

to'developing countries.
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32.

ECA should collect or prepare case studies of development of

selected public enterprises in-.African countries and make the results
available to African countries as a guide to and for comparison with
their own enterpriseso

Implementation of projects - man-power development and training
33-.

Governments.and boards of public enterprises should establish

systems for the recruitment of young professional men as prospective
managers in public enterprises.

They should appoint civil servants as

senior executives in public enterprises only if they'have'the required

f**\

experience to operate the organization along commercial lines?"on the

other handg machinery should be established for seconding an£ eventually
transferring to public enterprises those civil servants who have

demonstrated an aptitude for commercialr-type operations.

34-

If expatriates have ,to be recruited to develop a project, the general

manager should ensure that they are engaged for long enough to see through

a clear cycle of- operation, including training local .counterparts and
successors.

35-

■

.

■'

,

.

Boards and'managers of public enterprises should ensure that proper

incentives are given to employee's to ensure that they maintain an interest
in maximizing.the efficiency and productivity of the enterprises in which

they serve,1

36..

■,

-

■.'■,'

{%

Governments, boards and managers, of public, enterprises should'-

ensure that systems of training and development are instituted and

maintained which provide an adequate supply of efficient manpower at all

levels and in all departments of the public enterprise.
cover?

inter alia:

(a)

(b)

■

■ •

.#

Training should
'

■

„

Development of a cadre of nationals of the country trained to
appraise' and assess projects- and make feasibility studiess to
avoid leaving such matters any longer than necessary in' the
hands of expatriate firms and consultants§

Development of young professional men as potential managers,

including giving them the opportunity to co-operate with and

"be groomed by those shaping the national plans?

;

■!
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(c)

'Sending maintenance staff for training in the'factories
manufacturing the major

equipment to be used .by new

projects 5

■(d)

Attachment of operational' staff .recruited for new projects

''for training in similar existing projects.As part: of the management and staff development progra'mmes managers
at all levelSj

including general managers,

should be in constant touch

with their subordinates through regular staff meetings and informal

discussions.
3?..

The E.CA should arrange a future

in detail

Seminar Or

Seminars to consider

the various aspects of personnel and management in public

enterprises.

Important aspects which need to be

to hire and fire and termination terms;

stressed are powers

current rules and procedures

often favour the wrong-doer who Is dismissed and penalize the efficient
employee who resigns-

38;

■

.

v

.■■■■.

, ECA should provide facilities and technical assistance to train

personnel of public .enterprises and officials of supervisory authorities

or Ministriesj including establishing systems for performance evaluation.
-B*

.'French-speaking group

.

The following recommendations,

, ■

■ ■

based on the discussion in the',

syndicates were formulated and adopted by the French-speaking group.

1.

-Public enterprises are the basic instrument for economic and social

development in the African States.

They make'it possible for each nation

to select fbr development a genuinely national course whichs without

excluding the .private sector and actually co-operating with it on a .basis

of complementarity, orients it in accordance with set national objectives
in development plans and programmes.

Consequently9

whenever necessary;

■

governments should,
,

■ (a)-. Strive, to establish State-owneds mired or inter-State public
enterprises in accordance with requirements.
These enter
co-ordinated network, ■ ■

prises should form an integrated,

capable of modifying particul&r sectors ■or branches of the
economy.in the.interest of government policy*

.
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(b)

(c)
.

.
2.

Do ■ everything in their power, to strengthen the physical

■-fb'uiidairioiis' o^-^l.e-iraHfSVsec^ip attdtpromote its developmerit. '-""' ." :""~:' !.' ■ -1'' " ■■'■•-^■O ' "T'Ji" ■ ;
■
''/.. ':{■■ ■■■•""■■"'%

In the interest of public enterprises (or groups of enter-

.-prise's} define; polrcy^-piixposeaVand ob-jectives in accordance
with development-plans or programmes.
Such a definition

,._ would give these organizations the maximum degree of economic
"■' "-usefulness".-/;-^
■"
■ ■ .-'. ':-.- "- li "•' "■
■ '*■■■■
-.'.'
"
<]■,:

' Any I,examination of 'the''problems and deveiopment of :the African, ■"„■ ,:■'

economies' will prove that public enterprises are' th& cardinal;: instttuw _/.

txons in planned economies, the basic units where the macro-ec&nPto'kQ;v-<:mA
plan^o"b^ec%ves are.-given j^actical effect at ■the::micro-ecqno|ftlc^eyel^v

They aiiir-''theref6re-'tli:e' essential operational iinstruments, f orv development
plang^an^'pfograiiinies^and sh6uld? therefore,-play a.part^in^ plan:,prej^ration"lan'd implemeritationi'■' ";i ■

;;-

•;:";'"

'

■'■-■'-

'■

'■■"-'.,

■'-■■[■■

. ,;yJ;

;.,,.■. ■';.,/

o;a

This means that public enterprise management -bdards .shou'Mrfee. -■•/.\ y

consulted and made to play an effective part in the-discharge ^iof >thei;i;v
respo:n^xti^tiWs'and!in the.preparation of 'national-and regipnal
" should also'•Tie. associated witfclecision^makihg

ip^^t-ebonom'-tb', social? :administrative? ■-financial.;,.:

legal,' constitutional, etc.)-

^

It also implies that .public ^enterprises ^.

have acqurately. assessed their possibilities as regards;■ production- ■
capacity, .the state'of their eq.uipm'ent,-technical levels, requireA:

.

facilities,"state'o'f the!market9 development prospectsV prospects -6ft \i---\'
/andi'Hhat precise' objectives 'have .^een.assignp'd;.Aii. the, ;.
5operational' plans; that public, enterprises 'are provided wi^h ...,,'
machinery1 for'-'iiianageinentj inifoTmatioh/'administration,- accounting,^- _.■■ .... ■"

"programihing'::and Supervision, 'which will make: it possible-for. them to, ■ .
'coniir'ol'and organize their-activities in'the best circumstances to; s.ecure

i^eir°vobiectives;'and adjust1 their- programnres.'in the'light of experi.enoe>
To do so, the attention of governments is drawn' to the rrecommendat^on^.

of ;the'Bizer'ta-.Seminar;:and,,to .^he^ossiibilitie^offered by...modern methods
and techniques of "Qr
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-Where ■ there is a planned economy,'it is necessary to pass from a

supervisory type of. administration to a; propulsive one,

conceived, for

purpose's ;of co-ordination and capable of taking decisions., on ah integrated

basis."

Public'enterprises should,

administrative backing which will

therefore, ■ be able to-counton
integrate

them with a particular system

and ensure rational linkss. . structural and- organi.c links 'with .the public
administrationi
the matkei.

operational links with the plan and economic links with

'

.

.'

■

. "

.

.

-.■"...

Consequently,- governments, are invite.d. t.b take the'.following points
into considerations

(a)
.. .

■.

..

.

■■ ■'

-"

"

'

■'

■"

'■

.

When a public, enterprise is set-up, an exhaustive preliminary
study should1 be made of its operational and economic expediency,
its practical possibilities especially in the matter.!of trained
staff,:facilities, etc., its profitability prospects, the
various consequences that may,flow from its establishment* the

:

: ■: , ,

•"..■■

■

methods of its inclusion in the established administrative'

.system,

the organization of 'its "management, etc."" i/'standard

■-■ ■

model

study plan should be worked out.

(b)

It is necessary to set up central machinery responsible .for

■,

. .:-:- ■ '. co.-ordinating supervision of public ■ enterprises "and co■(' .
. . ■
or.dlnating.'and programming their activities.
In this1 connexion
various solutions might be envisaged', such as a central
programming office, side by side with the central planning unit,
:
-.programming, co-ordination offices side by side with the '
: ■ .; ■: .
,: supervisory ministries, a central supervisory'orgahization, etc..
'.
-.■■:■■■
. ■
■
: .
•
- ■. . ■
."■'■■■' "■"■■
■■■ :
.

-.■• :(,c)
.' ■

Participation in financial deci-sions, the very necessary' co-

. ordination:with- the Ministry of Finance,
development might be
to

above.

....

(d)

the ministries cr

oxganiaationa r-esponsible1 for infrastructure and physical

- ■

secured through -the bodies referred
■

:

■

■.■■■■■"■■.:'

.

Regional and. local, action by. public enterprises,,, their ... ; ■ :.;.■:

■ participation in regional development,

the activities of
■■• ■■"local-communities, as well'as their 'relations with regional
and local

authorities and the

externa,! services-of the■ \-

-.,_

, -

■■..■

ministries might be organized through regional programming

,

.and co-ordinating offices which should: be in; touch with-. .;.
. ;.similar offices in the ministries and the c'entral co-ordinating

■ office-'Of the planning ministry "ox'with "the c en tral;: supers '■'■•-■
■ .

.visory unit.

„

..

..

]

. ^.-■■.-...

r-

.• -.-..,. .■.
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(e)

Public enterprises, should "be in a position to make direct

■■■■■

contact with the units responsible for commercial problems

.(prospecting and market studies,-modification of products.,
etc-)- £n this connexion, i't" is recommended that they

■should have available- to -them'= the necessary economic and
■
. technical information -which should he supplied as part of
■ an information plan*.

■

":

.
...

"

(f).- It is important that a dialogue, should be organised, that.

-

an effective concert of opinion be achieved with the private '
.-

.

■ .enterprises in the sector or the branch, ..through the' p-lan'or1'.:1 ■
by means of socio-professional organizations.
African States,
■must,,in fact, be in a position to make full use of the
.
capacities of their productive systems and replace sterile
competition loy a policy of co-ordination,, co-oper'ation and
complementarity between.the public and private sectors/ to
- ■■
further the basic needs of economic policy*

(g)

';

-

(h)

Public'-enterprise, makes use of trained staff ,.- but, also trains'

its ownIt'should, therefore, come to some agreement with
the services responsible for training and promotion.'

Public enterprise should be in.a position^ as a result of
■

government policies to

contribute

to

the production of national

entrepreneurs and entrepreneurs in the oa-operative sector

(equipment, markets, various forms of assistance, etc.)' ..

(i).- It would be. advisable for'consultations to take place between
public enterprise in African States/ especially within the
framework of regional or sub-regional-agreements-

(j)' It is recommended that a specialized body be set up'which,

-s

.

-

acting" within a more general' context of .'organisation,

administra

tion, productivity, costs and output for the public sector as
a whole'j- would be', responsible for making the necessary adjust■ ments in public- enterprises established"or about to.be, so
-"; that such., enterprises'might reflect-development policies and

be their effective instruments'The complexity of

this

situations in individual
adopted should be

of individual
4-

problem,

States^

its

.
scope-

"

■'■■ .

.

the different economic

.

make it necessary that any solution

examined in relation

to

the practical, circumstances.

States and their possibilities. ..".',"

Since, public1 en.terprisesare basic to the . organization of genuinely

national

essential

.economic and :social: development,

they'should be regarded as

economic agents in the key sectors of development.

Consequently

governments should -.careful-ly and-methodically organise the ,take over by _
public .enterprise-'o;f,projects determinedly Central and .regional develop
ment planning: units..
recommended!;.

~°

o'. ;

■ (a)

-: .-.;■

-■.'".■-.■.<■■■;•i.-:.1

For-this purpose,
.

.

the,-following measures are

■ ■

■

■

:•—

"■■■-

■ .:

■

Close arid constant co-ordination should "be established■■■between -

: the..'plan^servicess the ministry/ministries, or supervi.so.ry t ?

organizations, and the management hoards of public enterpfises- " -Backing for' -such" co-ordination/might -be- given by a '
central unit at the planning ministry, programming and co-,... .,,

:'"'"'': ''

. ordinating offices attached to supervisory bodies, regional
.;,-.-;vorganizationss- etc-. ■,. .-It- would then be neces.sary,-to. .^entify
-■ ■

:.-,a,.oo-rdrdinating and--.:programming func-tipn for. the .public

,-; .enterprise'or'a, gro\ip-Of public

enterprises.,

,:

:ltl%) .-The: planning services ©hould-accurately determine; the projects
<v.v.-v:
:. .
.
■•■

:and results .expectea,. These- projects, should -include ,a study
,0f ^the -necessary facilities, .a time schedule for ,xmplementation, the standards to-, "be observed. (guali*y, costs5. etc.).
It is advisable.,that,it:siiquld be presented in a recognized
form (projeotjsheet)v -..A control-.plan..and a. study of- possible

:-.alternatives'in'iCa££-of.adjustment-are.also 'necessary,

as

: '■■"'"■■■■ -well, as the pro:jection.--of-: pa? opos.ed.; planning -measures-

(c) -'Public.-eft-terprlses and' supervisory .-organizations -should be
.-■-associated, with these, efforts a-t-preparation (particularly
• in''the': economic sel.ection-of. the .projects) i?. and-should be

able, in good time, 'to .draw the attention;-of,-senior officers
to the consequences of their decisions-

■
■

(d)-'-Tite objectives, determined-as, part of, the .projects..with which
' -public--enterprises-, are entrusted should..be. the,subje.ct of the
■■■■- ■ sec.tbraa^.pr-ogrammesiOTerReered..b7.,superyis..ory organizations.

■■""'■ Tb&y; should;-fe.-.bi-ofc.en down-into defini-te.programmed., operational

■ ', ' ■p'ian-sy-whi.-cH-thve public, enterprls.es, would be,-xespons.ible for
'; '■'

' im'pi;eniehf;tingv^:-i-';' ■■'■'-"- ;■

-'■■.'■-:

■■■:■■■...■: .

. ■

: ■

.■■■.: ■.".■■'

(e)

To realize these pro jects9 public.-enterprises, should.have
suitable organizational and administrative machinery, not
-■■■' only for- a'"-high-level-of productiviV5 but also .for the
.."

(f)

ao-curate' analysis and determination of-the results oljtained,

-bearing in mind objectives:and implementation-, costs,

Paramountcy should'be-given .to the'need, for flexible adjust
ment procedures to correct the operational plan as it proceeds,
and to give the public enterprise management board the neces
sary initiative and1responsibiii ty.
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5»

■ ■ Bec&use^of tlie

enterprises,

growing proportion of public resources^used by public

special importance should.be attached to problems of financing

these organizations,

especially as regards

rational use of public resources|
ture which tends

ing countries.

to waste the

the following items:

the limitation of unproductive

the
expend!-*

slender resources available to the develop

Consequently, governments are invited to rationalize methods

of financing public enterprises,

especially by the adoption of the following

measures!

' ^

(a)

:

■■■■■■;:'..

Whatever their aims or objectives, and whatever the action
taken by governments (public enterprises actually exist to
back up government), they should operate on-the principle,

of price verity.
This principle in no way excludes the
practice of "administered" prices, but calls
for an analysis
of the prime costs of each type of operation,
accurate cost assessment.

■

Thus the

State and,

to

ensure

if necessary^

public communities might reimburse public enterprises for
-costs identified as charges, fines, interventions, etc.
This implies that they should have an accounting plan9 an
analytical system of accounts, and that their financial

administration should proceed on the basis of budget control.
Apart from the advantage of an accurate evaluation of the
cost of public action,

this method would also serve as a

guide to the administration of public enterprises in .-this
sector, and enable'the enterprises to take operational
1 decisions, with full knowledge of the facts,
(b)

When considering the above problem,

the group sounded a

warning on the need for caution as regards

State inter

vention (transfer of resources, tariff subsidies, etc)
through public enterprises.

Because_of subsidies, fiscal

charges often undifferentiated, are incurred by this type

of intervention9 which might, produce results difficult to
F control by the socio-economic structures.
This very pften
prevented government from selecting activities with any
degree

(c)

of precision.

Consequently, it is important to budget for the plan and
implement a functional budget, to provide finance for
specific objectives and, include in the budget the. cost
of duly identified State intervention, instead, of overall
subsidies allocated to public enterprises,

v

:=.
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(d) . This reform is regarded as absolutely necessary in the current
phase
. .

.

of planning in.Africa and■calls

organization of

apart from a
and budget

..budget,
.

(e).

budget systems for

for .a

public

suitable accounting plan,

control?

should be

analytical

provided with a

an improved amortisation accounts

term ..investment programme„

thorough re-

enterprises which9

accounts

projections

system and a long-

-

■

..

Public .enterprises should have sufficient latitude to manage
- their

finances independently.

The

efiect of this

is not to

wean such enterprises from State authority (the authority of
the ..State is sacrosanct) ? "but to improve their administration.

. The. group therefore
..

.. ;

thought that public

given adequate initial

,.

enterprises

funds and working capital^

should be

and be made

to. show a. profit (having regard to repayments made by the State
in consequence of the imposition of specific constraints).
It
follows

that

con-tro!

and prime costs,

should be

exercised primarily on the effects

that financial supervision
; , should, not convert public enterprises into State monopolies5
nor

in other words,,

provide-them with

funds other

..public accounting.
. .

permanently in

::- {f)

facilities

for

administering, public

than in accordance with the

established rules of

Public enterprises should, however, be

control

of

their own funds-

.

■'■ :

y

'■•'

In these circumstances, public enterprise financing might be
largely removed from the budget* - This could be done'sub-:':
stantially

'

(g)

through auto-financing.

to make public

:-

It would also, be:-necessary,

enterprises more flexible/'to

enable them

to

.

obtain the finance necessary for development (loans, ■ alloca*--. -.:-tion of savings,, varjous financial operations, etc.).

.An obstacle to development in most States is the scarcity
of capital™

Public enterprise might "become an important

means of financing-through profits,
,, , /capital

to

establish mixed

appeals

to

economy companiess

private
the mobiliza

tion of domestio (national), regional and local savings to
implement

6,

specific projaots,,.

With certain provisos, public enterprises can be efficient operational

methods for implementing and accelerating regional and local development.
They should he used as part of an overall plan integrated with the -.
■activities of

the regional and local

administrations and9

if necessarys

with the administrative organs of. local- communities-, when- they -exist.
Nevertheless,

certain necessities must be met;

'.

(a)

To give effect to the regional character' of planning^ .there-

;■

must be some adjustment in the regional administration. .
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(h)

A: regional programming function should be identified and

■■-■

given the necessary competence to co-ordinate action at

•■

(c)
.

. ■

.

(d)

.

its-level (public administration, external" services, public
enterprises.,

eta.,-).

-.'.'.-.

.

■

. ■.

■

Th,e siting of public enterprises for regional development

should stem from a, policy of physical development9 based
. on an objective analysis of the "iuv-vs of development, and

the" international "economic context: (particularly >as regards

. . neighbouring couti)"

The aims and objectives of public enterprises should be

- .clearly defined, guch as the creation of the right atmosphere?
socio.-polxtico-econcmio motivations? the resolution of serious
imbalances; integrated regional- development requiring allround action3 etc,, and the granting or transference of
adequate facilities for action-

.(©)■'■ The needs of local communities and, if necessary, 'their

participation in the'organization of regional development
should- be taken into consideration,
" ■

7*

Public enterprises should follow a strategy of growth-and progress,

and be ready-to adjust at any time to the needs of social and economic
development.

-This m-eans they will require Magnate economic-and

technical informations and in this connexion, the following measures are
suggested for official

(a)

-.

Economic information should be centralized by an organization

responsible for?

(i)
"

. "

considerations

Organizing selected, actualized documentation;

(ii)

Making such documentation available to the public and

(iii)

Organizing or financing the studies necessary for1 the

■.

private

uootors;

public sectors

(iv) .Establishing a regional information office.

(b)
■■

■

Every public enterprise should, identify an economic information

functions devise.a plan of information and an activity schedule.
It is suggested that tlie following should be examined;
the
type, of information noccss-;,.vy for various public enterprises? v
a standard model of information plans (what information is
necessary;

sources,

ool').e?tion,

claas? fication9

records,

aotcaliaation9 distribution); a. standard model of an. activity
schedule,

.These documents should be standardized with those

of. the plan and the supervisory units*
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(c)

•

The activity schedule of public enterprises, in other words,

information/covering administrations should; "be 'instruments ■:' '

; f01\ c?^T^i ^supervision and .-for-..analysing any: discrepancies '
("between projections and actual results)^ to make it possible
.to carry out any necessary adjustments. "! ' ■

-(d)
■

:-

■

'■'

'■ ■

; ■ ■

Public enterprises' snould'be provided with Selected information

on scientific-and technical research'and oh implementation
-possibilities, ■&&■ well as with, changes "that "have occurred in
■j produbis, technologies, "'etc. , ~ats : .■.■'■
•' - •' - " - '

■■. '{I-)'* Eesear'ch and study 'unitsj

:' ■ ■"'

v:,(^0- -^^^.rP^lip .-enterprises j
;

-

..-;, ■

■'. (viii)-- -In =tbie private ;sector:|' and

- ': ;(i'y)

Foreign .countries. . ' ,■.! "

"'

■'' . ■■■

. ., „

■'' ■ •''

..,".".

: ,v.. ..,:..-

.: ■:

:■■'■-■* "•'■■-■'•

.

S.J . '..".,

In this.'connexion, it is recommended''that ,-some,..thought should
be given to the establishment of an organization which might

. be, a. State^.establishment or a;.mized establishment.,(with the
, ...participation; of,..the private sector) or, even .an,.in.ter-State
eatablihmeit'

(e)
■ ...

""

'

"''

"

*'

'

Public enterprises, should ..have a research-development■ policy.

In this way they could contribute to applied research and make
systematic us.,e of .the..results, o£ research (materials^, equipment,

. "gad-gets",,. prpdup:tsj systems 9.nd',.proc.esses.9,1etc.' ..."..). '£■'
researchVdevelopment function should be identlifi-ed-for this

'

purpose.

(f)
■ .

.

To promote a policy of economic and technical'information and '

:-r.esearch-deVeIopment/ Stated- should" work out1 a policy and ' :-'

. : Programmes,*. .and rmake,.provision- for' the necessary, institutions,
on "fc^e basis of options co-ordinated with development plans.

'

(g) . The rational use of existing computer. sets, .some of ■which are ■not being fully used should make it possible/without much
difficulty, -tos .-•" '

(i)
lil)

8.

-

' ■■■

-:

.

"

-..- -.-

"

"^

':■■

. ■■■-■:;..■ /:.-

.

/■.■

Work out systems of economic and technical information?
Organize profitable inter-State co-ordination.

:.

The Bizerta and Mauritius. Seminars, each from a different standpoints

tackled an essential problem for development in Africas

enterprises and their-administration.

the role of public

These two Seminars which were

complementary led to a methodical detection of the elements and factors
in a logical policy of the use of public enterprises in the developing
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countries.!.r-:;An,-eff!e'c$iva ^appr.p.ach' has.'.been made tp-a .key problem of
dev^<>pme'ist''andvat is ^ecoipiende^ ttiat&lie '"Eco^omxq Commission for Africa
should take .the following actions.. ,.

. ■■■ - . _■•

.,->

■■. ■.

••; >.

.. - ■-■.

v:-

,,, . > ;(a);—?repares .in -\the form,of. a handbook or manualr.-a s.ihgle document
'"'"' " ,;^i' i^egratingt^fee -wo;rk done during, the .two-..Seminars.*., ;,This document
.,.;' ".'■]. ..might be-.an ^effective ;guid.e for .governments^ ;dire,ctor-s or puDlic
enterprises and planners, ..since-it wpu!4- make it. .possible
(especially in the case of planners) to.give better^consideration

to public enterprises when carrying out. planning, studies.

■

(b)

Work out a plan for making use of information gained from those,
two. Seminars to'" help governments ^implement .the recdmm.endations5
relating them to their own special circumstances. ..-In this

connexion, it is suggested that SCA should'supply detailed

descriptions of the various measures proposed, in the., form of
'

:- -■ "i:l"-

''technical ■'sheets.1-

"

'

;."

. ,

T

^

' ."."..;'

.

(c) -( OrgahiZ'e ■inter--State"co-operation in the matter of public

■'■: ■"■':- enterprise^ :':Such co-operation is desirable'" a% different .
levels:
technical information3 standardization of'Methods,
j"
■
1

■

9.

;1
'■'■'■^'

processes,

procedures9

contacts between senior officers .-

l' for the publi'd sector, etc.

■.'■■

"..*.-,'

.

- Give-s'ome:rconsi-dera-tion periodically to, ''the actuaiization of
th-e?;re-cbmmendationsadopted;at the Bi^erta; and Mauritius-

"Beminars.

:V '■

:

■- ■

■

■

■■

■

^ ^

In order to complete the Bizerta and Mauritius.Seminars,

■

the groups

recommend'. >a'-;.study of' prob.lems^pf management and ■■-t.rai.ning.^ of -executive

.

-public- -fent'erprises. ; This' study; should promote imprementation,

, .
:

of the recommendations..' It is therefore suggested that ECA should organise
a Seminar"' d;ealilig -particularly with the foil owing;" problems s'

functions

and.organization of' management? methods and techniques, Especially.

orientation with a particular objective in view;

.

the training of executive

staff for'public enterprises, having regard to the development of the economy
and of technology.

''

"

'

■'

.

■

■

■

■

.

-.

19 September.

Friday

18 September

Thursday

Wednesday. .
17 September

16 September

Tuesday

...

No,

5

Seminar*
(joint for
two language groaps)

."

. .. -

10.00;" ■ Opening .of

Registration

Ho, .1

10

14

"Financing-of: public "enterprises

No

No.

public enterprises

-the-administration■
:set-up

Management

Integration, of public

'■

of projects

No,

enterprises within

■

by

goals and objectives

regional plans
■

country^

in the formulation of

definition, .of

The role of ..public .ent.e.r~...
prises in the economy of a

.. ..

general plan

2

No» 6

Introduction:

No.

1040 -; 12-00:

public enterprises .

Participation of

■"

0900 - 1020

English-speaking group

First week

A.

PROGRAMME.

3

11

■

■

supervision

physical planning
programming, co
ordination and

Hb._l6

V

.■

experience (discussion)

The Jdauritius

No._I2.

(discussion)

gjp_«__8

The UAR 'experience'

'

of national"plans"

in the formulation

public enterpris.es

Public enterprises and

■; '

4
.Participation-: of

No.

1510 - 1630

Public enterprises:

(Mauritius)

cipating country

Experience of a," parti

No-

country (UAR) -

participating

-Experience -of a

enterprises in the
African economy .-"■

Importance of public

No.

1330 - 1450

Mauritius, 16-26 September 1969

(Administrative aspects)
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M

a

■26 September

Friday-

25 September

Thursday

24 September

'Wednesday

23 September

Tuesday

22 September

Monday

33

-

tions (Plenary session)

report and recommenda

-Adoption■ -of■-final

Mo,

(Plenary session)
34

language groups)

seminar (joint for two

.No.

Evaluation and closing of

- ■

(Plenary session)

recommendations'

30

Adoption of draft

No.

.

report

S°tJ2-

Visit to an enterprise

■■■ No, 26

Adoption'of draft

V

ifo. 22

public enterprises

18

Economic orientation of

No.

IO4O ~ 1200

.Syndicate discussion

21

®£±J£1

No,

Public enterprises and

17

regional planning

No,

0900 - 1020

English-speaking-'group (Cont'd)

Second week

A*

19

23

No.

■

24

■ . No. 28

Syndicate discussion

No

Visit to an Enterprise

31

20

Syndicate discussion

Ho.

1510 - 1630

-Syndicate discussion

...No. 27

No,

Formation- of syndicates

No,

1330 - 1450

w

ro-

\

p> tHJ

Tj

Friday ■ ". '„"
-4 9-Sap$ ember

13. September*1

Thursday

..' 7 September

Wednesday

io September

Tuesday

Pirst week

■-.-■■■

No., ly -' '

■

.-..physical..and . ...
regional development
-, .

Public enterprises

■

'system1 '

the.adminrstrative

Fitting public.
enterprises into,

10

..

enterprises

Economic and
.technical data on

work of- planning

Financing public
enterprises as
"part of the "frame

Ho,

(followed by discussion)

No,

(objectives and
programmes)

Introduction,

1040. - 1200

Experience 'of■participating1 countries

Opening of seminar
1000 - 1100

0900 - 1000

Registration

0900 - 1O2Q-

French—speaking group

PROGM.

No.vJ

11

No.

12-

programming: •- supervision

administration of plans -

enterprises., (practical

Project maha'gement by

Mo,

public enterprises ■

16

10-w .3.3 - 14

■and additional' information onmeetings

Experience'.of participating countries

No.

(followed by discussion)

3 - 4 - 7 -

"

Aims and ob.ieot.ivgg...pf,

Ho. 4 ..' . '.._..

1510 - 1630

■ Experience of participating. ..countries

No.

and regional plan prepara
tion ...

enterprises in national

Participation of public

economy

enterprises' in'the African

Importance of public

1330 - 1450

fi>

H

H1

o

26 September

Friday

25 -September

Thursday

i-4

1'odnesday

Tuesday
23 September

<:2 September

Monday

week

17

■

.

.

■

-

Mo.

Mo.

No. 33

30

No,

34

tions

Analysis of recommenda

■ '■ by working party)

:'Working group discussion

No.

' (Adoption of proposed recommendations

29

26

22

discussion

.■ Working party

"Visiting an enterprise

Adoption of recommenda
tions ■ ■■
-■■
"

■■■;

.■ .

:

1040 - 1200

Working .party., discussion

21

(h. Cremoux:)

(definition of objectives)

._-

Training working parties

...

0900-1020

ffrench-s.pe'ak'in'a" £roup' (Cbnt '"d")

. No g

Group discussion

'

35

Plenary meeting

Ho.

enterprise

Visiting an

36
pf session

Assessment and closing

No-

■.-(■1830 --2000)

32

28

Adoption of recom
mendations

Working .party, discussion

No>;-27

24

1510 - 1630

■Working party dis-cussion

23

19

1330 - 1450

4s.

M

CD O

(P5 P

^

Q

•
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11

■

■ ■

^

■■ --...■/. :-.,.

■

.

■■'""

Two English-speaking and two French-speaking syndicates- were. consti

tuted.

Each syndicate cb:is-lderod?j:ln:rolaticn' to" the-subjects allotted to

its -,■;..;. ■■...:■■

(a)

.■.,-.■ ,-.■..-

..- ■■■■;-. .-.:...

■. ....: ,,

,

. .

..

...■.•■

Problems, activities and tasks which need to be undertaken and

■■•■•■•■•; ;;._■

..the . priorities ,according-,to which, they 'should be tackle d|

(b)

«,=«-,

.r,.

Recommendations far action to be taken, further studies to be
made and lines aJong- which solutions to problems and difficulties
should be pursued?

(c)

..:.-..

■

. ■

;

....

. ,.,;-

Who should take responsibility for implementation, i.ej, govern-.:
ments, ministers? boards of public enterprises, general managers,

(d)

What assistance is required from .'external"sources, e.g.,;.,

A.'

.■ ,,-Syfad:i;oate■ ■ Fqai:■ 1

[

.

A^kis'-fciative ^chinery for financing'and "financial control of projects

undertaken ~by public enterprises^

. v.aJ:'.^.Bidget/plan harmonization"1".'

■:

i,
*

■■■ ■ ■ .>■

"

"

(b)

Financial control .qt implementation

(°)

Financial reports and performance evaluation

Od)'--iPricingr policy"""

Chairman

i

"i

■■"•-■■

■

■

Mr. Do Burrenchobay (Mauritius)

Rapporteurs'1 :Mr00V Apara "(Mgeriaf';'"::
Mr0

Ke

.Consultants

'

Ali Pouda

Mr* Abdul Jelil Mohamed (Ethiopia)
Mro Ho Seidman (USA)

■■■.-•■■.■.-.

■

■''

Mr, AOF3 Tana (Sudan)

-■

'
'

" "
:

."
■

'
■■■
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..

Syndicate Ioo
The

2

'

.",. ■■..':'i

■ ■

■

■

'. ■

'

'. .

plaming responsiMlitieS: of-pii^lic enterprises and how they

should be exerci&eds- '

■

■

-■

,. ■

,: . (a) ..-^ormuaa-fcion of national -and regional plans^.

;_..., .

(b)

^..

".; : ■*<";,

....

,

w \

_. ■-,..

,/.. >^-*

Defining of enterprise goals and objectives within the national7-

■■.;.-.,, ... ;(or .Regional) planj-;.'. .■ ,

."-.; :■ ".-..■

=■

.-;.■>:-" ■.■...■ : av. ::■'<■■ \

■■•',■..

(c) ■;--Implenientation:6f"''i5rodects -' prograianiihgi ■■ co-ordination? supervi■ -.. .

.,>. sion^r-manpowsr.developnient.and training. ■,.".; ;"i ■. .< ■ •£<- '■'_ "

-:::" D±V Sv SoGiiafal-E^-Said-.(UAE) ■"

Rapporteurs

"- -■■■■"

"■■■'■

'

■

'!'

'■:'_<, ■ ."'

" "."■

Mx« J.C. Brown (Mauritius)

. ;: 5 -fir* :"Jb-lTu Stafie'-(' Cameroon) ■-'■
Wre A=Ho Hirad (Somalia)
Consultants; 4fc^ r-G-."Qa- 'Orew (EOi:) V' "■■■ ■■'''■-'■

-

■■'•■^'-

-

Br. H. Schirrmacher (Federal Republic-of Germany) ■
B.

French-speaking grpup_

■

"

■ "■

■■■'":; ■""■'■'

Under the chairmanship of Mr* Marcel Etienne of Mauri.tiUs.;.'::t'3ie!:.^rench...met and .cpnat^ti^te^iiiaslf into a s^ndi;cate a
Syndicate 1

.

'

'*""

"!l

(a)

The importance of public enterprises 'in the African-econoniyf

(b)

Aims and ob.jects of public enterprises;

(c)

Participation of public enterprises in national and:-regional:,
plan preparation 5

(d)

_

.

_

.

,

^..

;_ ,

„'.-...

Fitting public enterprises intqj the ..administrative^...system-. -■■■.[

Chairman/

■

■

■

■';.;./ :- ;-.-■:.

Rapporteurs

Mr. A. Batango (Republic of the Congo)

Members

Mr, P. Htahorubuze;. (.^urundi) ...

s

Mr. M= Diakite (Mali)

',

Mr0 Lo.Delon Yao (ivory Coast)

Consultants.

Mro RD Cremoux (ECA)

■

;

■
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Sjyndxcate 2

(a)

Administration of projects "by enterprises

(b)

The financing of public enterprises as part of planning

(c)

Public enterprises - physical and regional development

(&)

Economic and technical data.on enterprises

Chairman/

Rapporteur- s

Mr, I. Maga (Upper .Volta)

Members

Messrs. J. Razafindrasoava (Madagascar)s Mo Etienne (Mauritius),
P. Muyizere (Rwanda)

s

Consul taints?

Messrs.. Julienne (France) 9 B. Buhagiar ■
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ADDENDUM

Please attach after Annex II, page 3, of the main document E/CN.14/463,
the following Annexes III and IV, which were inadvertently excluded from sorr
of the copies when the document was "being collated.
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS, CONSULTANTS AND OBSERVERS /

LISTS UBS MT'iCIFJUtfTSy 'CGHSULTANTS ET OBSERVATEURS

Participants

Burundi

P. Ntah'orubuse
Directeur general du Plan,
' ■ ".
Mnistere du Plan et de I'economie

Camerbon/Cameroun

;Area Manager,
- '

Congo (Brazzaville)

A*

; ...

Cameroon .Development

.

' Corporation

Batanga

■ Directeur,

Societe nationale d'.elec-

tricite, . Ministere de 1'industrie

Ivory-Coast/

L. Delon-Yao

CSte-d'Ivoire

Directeur,

Institut de technologie

' alimentaire

Ethiopia/Ethiopie

Abdul Jelil Hohamed

Upper Volta/Haute-Volta

I. iSaiga

Deputy General Lianager,
■Ethiopian Investment Corporation

Directeur,

Societe voltaique de

commercialisation

J.

Madagascar

Razafindrasoava

Ingenieur d1etudes,

Bureau

de developpement et de promotion industriels

M.

Biakite

: '

Mauritius/Bfaurice

Directeur general,

"■ textile1 ■

D. Burrenchobay
Board,

J.C.

-

Brown

Chairffiane

■:■■■■

■

General Manager,

i.."Cp^rporati6n"

J*R.M. Etlenne

-i

Central. Electricity

Permanent Secretary,

■ ...Office-

'-

Compagnie malienne

.-■:■■■-.. -\-.'->

■■;

Prime Minister's

. .■ ■ ' ■_.

-

Mauritius Housing

' ■

..Director of Statis-fci.cs,

. ,

Central Statistical Office
R. Desmarais
General Manager,
1 ■ ' ■■ ' -Bo&rd "•-.■■

Nigeria/Nigeria

0. Apara

Finance Officer,

of Nigeria

Central Electricity

..,...'■

Electricity Corporation
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A*

Participants

(conVd/suite)

United Arab Republic/

'■ -M. Mostafa Ei-Said"'.- Chairman,

Hist Dredging

and Public Works C
Co.

Kepublique arabe unie

K. Ali Fouda' '."General Director,

Public Building

Contracting Organization

P. Muyxzere

Rwanda

■

Directeur de division, ■ Ministere

des travaux publics

Sudan/Soudah

A.F. Taha

Inspector,

Public Enterprises Section,

Somalia/Somalie

A.H. Hirad
Administration and Accounts Manager
"■ '" ■
National Agency of Foreign Trade.

2ambia/Zambie

K.M. Lamaswala

Ministry of Treasury

Economist,

Ministry of Development

and Finance

fB.
B,

'

' ■

■

Consultants

Directeur

Buhagiar

Centre d1administration des entreprises
Universite de Kaurice

R, Julienne (France)

Chef du Bureau des programmes

H.

German Foundation for Developing Countries

Schirrmacher

Secretariat dfEtat axes: affaires etrangeres

(Federal Republic

■■-■: of Germany)

National Academy of Public Administration

H- Seidman (USA)
C.

ECA Staff/Personnel de la CKA

.

I.S- Fraser

Course Director/Directeur du Cycle dfetudes

E.

Course Co-Director/Codireoteur

Cremoux

G.O.

Orewa

du Cycle d'etudes

Chief, Public Administration Section/

Chef de la Section de I1administration publique
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